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ABSTRACT 

  

In the early 2000s, the oil and gas industry witnessed a boom of hydrocarbon production 

from unconventional reservoirs. In 2015, about half of the United States oil production came from 

unconventional reservoirs (EIA 2017).  Unconventional oil reservoirs include, but are not limited 

to, shale oil reservoirs that are usually the source formations for oil trapped in conventional 

reservoirs. 

Due to the huge success of shale oil reservoir development in the US, many other countries 

around the world, especially countries rich in conventional oil, are currently investigating their 

unconventional reservoir potential in order to increase their production capabilities to match the 

world’s ever-increasing demand for oil.  

Realizing that the importance and contribution of unconventional production to the energy 

sufficiency in the United States might lead to a similar interest in the UAE in the near future, my 

research is based on a numerical modeling study using data from a single exploration well in a 

UAE unconventional shale oil reservoir, namely Shilaif. In addition to modeling, the study 

includes valuable well test analysis results which helped in assessing reservoir properties. The 

results of the study indicate that Shilaif has favorable characteristics to be a potential target for 

shale oil production. However, due to the limited amount of information, data quality, and potential 

bias in selecting samples, interpreting measurements, and analyzing results, this conclusion should 

be taken as a preliminary assessment and verified with further data and analysis. One of the most 

important sources of information to guide future assessments is reliable production and flowback. 

More core sampling and log-core correlations may also improve the level of confidence in future 

studies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 The interest in the exploration and development of unconventional oil resources is at its 

peak in the petroleum industry nowadays and growing with the growth of the world’s oil demand. 

In the United Stated alone, the production of tight oil recorded a skyrocketing trend over the past 

several years to the level of 4.9 million barrels per day in 2015 (EIA 2017). This rate represents 

about 52% of total US crude oil production which indicates clearly that unconventional resources 

have actually took over the main role from the declining conventional production. 

 The great success of unconventional resources development in the United States had 

opened the eyes for the potential of these resource around the world, especially in the Middle East. 

The Middle East is known for holding about 40% of the total world’s oil reserves and these 

reserves are mostly conventional. This significant amount of reserves has been fed to conventional 

reservoirs from deeper source rock formations that became the target for development to be 

potential unconventional reservoirs.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

 The current proven oil reserves in Abu Dhabi, UAE are estimated to be around 90 billion 

barrels (EIA 2015) which are mostly conventional. As the interest of unconventional resources 

development has increased recently, several appraisal wells have been drilled and tested in the vast 

shale source rocks in the southwestern area of Abu Dhabi. One of the formations with a high 

potential is Shilaif formation which is known as a source rock for a couple of producing reservoirs. 

 Using the latest data provided by ADNOC, my dissertation will be to evaluate the potential 

of production from Shilaif using decline curve analysis methods combined with a black oil 

simulation model using a commercial software to appraise possible production according to 

available data. 
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1.3  Objectives and Approaches 

The objectives of this thesis are to: 

I. Learn about the techniques available to assess potential of unconventional reservoirs. 

II. Provide full description of Shilaif formation characteristics based on available data. 

III. Analyze available production data using decline curve analysis methods. 

IV. Evaluate the potential of economic production from Shilaif formation. 

The approaches are: 

I. Perform analysis on available data provided by ADNOC 

II. Perform decline curve analysis on production data from two wells completed in Shilaif 

formation to forecast production trend. 

III. Use flow rate transient analysis (RTA) to calculate stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) and 

estimate ultimate recovery. 

IV. Build a multi-stage-fractured horizontal well model using CMG to evaluate production 

potential. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

SHALE OIL RESERVOIR ASSESSMENT METHODS 

 

This section focuses on the review of methods used currently in the industry to assess the 

potential and to predict the performance of shale oil reservoirs. For reservoir potential and quality 

assessment, key parameters have been reviewed including: total organic carbon, thermal maturity, 

brittleness, natural fractures, matrix porosity and permeability, and matrix-fracture system 

storativity and transmissivity. For reservoir performance prediction and analysis, the review 

includes methods used in the United States to assess shale reservoir performance through means 

of production decline curve analysis (aka rate transient analysis) and single-well simulation 

models. 

2.1 Key Characteristics 

The assessment of conventional reservoir quality has been mainly based on the quality of 

hydrocarbon storage capacity, represented by effective porosity, and hydrocarbon deliverability, 

represented by permeability. However, the estimation of shale reservoir quality requires more 

input data that are necessary for accurate evaluation. Since shale reservoirs are usually source rocks 

of other conventional reservoirs, source rock quality assessment through means of organic content 

determination and thermal maturity estimation is highly essential. Another important parameter is 

the fracability of the formation. Shale production relies mainly on hydraulic fracturing; therefore, 

it is necessary to evaluate how “fracable” are the target formations. The existing natural fracture 

system is also another important factor to look at besides the communication between low-

permeability high-porosity matrix and high-permeability low-permeability fracture system. 

2.1.1 Total Organic Carbon 

The first step toward the evaluation of the potential of shale hydrocarbon bearings is to 

assess the total organic carbon (TOC) of the formation. The TOC represents the organic richness 

of sedimentary rocks and it is a main factor in deciding whether a specific formation will be able 

to generate economical amount of oil and/or gas or not (Jarvie 1991). Therefore, it is fundamentally 
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important to evaluate TOC of potential shale reservoirs accurately in order to get better assessment 

of kerogen quality and thus the production potential. 

 According to Wang et al. (2016), TOC is determined traditionally using the following 

methods: core sample analysis, geochemical spectroscopy logging analysis or conventional log 

analysis. It is known in the industry that core sample analysis is the most accurate method among 

them since it depends on direct measurement of carbon content in the rock sample. 

2.1.1.1 Quantitative measurement  

 TOC percentage is measured in core samples using a direct combustion technique that 

simply involves combusting the samples at a very high temperature of 1,200oC (McCarthy et al. 

2011). As a result of the combustion, the kerogen in the sample releases carbon monoxide (CO) 

and carbon dioxide (CO2). The fractions of CO and CO2 released are measured in an infrared cell 

and then converted to weight percentage of carbon content in the sample which is the TOC% 

(McCarthy et al. 2011). TOC measurement using this technique is based on the sum of three 

different components. Firstly, the extractable organic matter (EOM) which is the product of 

kerogen thermal cracking process. The second is convertible carbon presents within the kerogen 

which indicates the remaining potential of the source rock. The third is the residual carbon in the 

sample which represents the part of the kerogen that does not have hydrocarbons-generating 

potential (McCarthy et al. 2011). 

2.1.1.2 Qualitative assessment   

For further analysis of TOC quality rather than quantity, core samples are analyzed using 

programmed pyrolysis method which is known in the industry as Rock-Eval. It was firstly used as 

an exploration tool in the mid-1970s to estimate source rock potential and thermal evolution (Thul 

2012). The method depends mainly on heating core samples in an oven under a predefined 

temperature program in order to capture the Flame Ionization Detector (FID) response during the 

heating process. The trace of FID response is then plotted versus time and temperature to compute 

the organic content by measuring the amount of ions formed during combustion of organic 

compounds in a hydrogen flame (Cambustion 2017). The Rock-Eval method also utilizes sensitive 

infrared (IR) detectors to measure CO and CO2 during pyrolysis and oxidization. A typical FID 

and IR response pyrogram is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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Each of the parameters on the pyrogram is used to evaluate source rock kerogen quality 

either directly as an index or to calculate other indices that are used for the evaluation. The first 

peak that appears on the pyrogram is the S1 peak which represents free oil and gas yielded from 

the sample at an initial temperature of 300oC (McCarthy et al. 2011). 

 

Figure 2.1: Typical FID and IR response pyrogram of Rock-Eval (McCarthy et al. 2011). 

 

At the initial temperature, kerogen in the sample is not cracked yet, and produced 

hydrocarbons were actually generated in the subsurface but was not produced from the sample 

until it was heated. By increasing the temperature linearly at 25oC per minute, the FID response 

drops for a while and starts increasing again until it reaches the second peak which is called S2 

peak. S2 represents hydrocarbons generated from thermal cracking of kerogen in units of 

milligrams of hydrocarbons per gram of rock. This peak is essential for the evaluation of 

hydrocarbon production potential from the source rock if thermal maturation continues (McCarthy 

et al. 2011). Alongside the FID trace, IR response is also plotted to account for CO and CO2 

production in order to compute S3 and S4 peaks. The S3 peak provides the measurement of CO2 
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evolved during pyrolysis in units of milligrams per gram of rock. The residue of pyrolysis process 

is then transferred to another oven for oxidization in order to get S4 and S5 peaks. The S4 peak 

represents again the yield of CO and CO2 as temperature increases. The final CO2 IR response 

peak, S5, represents carbon evolved from the decomposition of carbonate minerals in the rock 

(McCarthy et al. 2011). The evaluation of source rock quality through pyrolysis results parameters 

can be summarized in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: Classification of source rock based on Rock-Eval results (McCarthy et al. 2011) 

Source rock quality TOC, % Pyrolysis S2, mg 

hydrocarbons/g 

rock 

EOM, % 

None < 0.5 < 2 < 0.05 

Poor 0.5 to 1 2 to 3 0.05 to 0.1 

Fair 1 to 2 3 to 5 0.1 to 0.2 

Good 2 to 5 5 to 10 > 0.2 

Very Good > 5 > 10  

 

2.1.1.3 Kerogen Types 

Knowing the kerogen type in a source rock sample is essential to determine the type of 

hydrocarbons generated from that source rock (Dembicki 2009). Further evaluation and 

assessment of kerogen type requires several important indices that are calculated using data of 

pyrolysis results. The first is the hydrogen index (HI). It is defined as S2/TOC * 100 which 

represents the ratio of hydrocarbons generated from kerogen cracking to TOC (Thul 2012). HI is 

used as a measure of hydrogen content in the kerogen which in return is used as an indicator of 

oil-generating potential of the source rock (McCarthy et al. 2011). The second index is oxygen 

index (OI). It is a measure of oxygen content in the kerogen which can provide an insight of 

kerogen maturation or type (McCarthy et al. 2011). OI is calculated by dividing S3 peak value 

(CO2 evolved during pyrolysis) by TOC and multiply by 100. Both HI and OI are in units of 

milligrams of hydrocarbons and CO2, respectively, per gram of rock. HI and OI are primarily used 
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to decide the quality of kerogen in the source rock (McCarthy et al. 2011) by plotting HI against 

OI and use the modified Van Krevelen diagram (Figure 2.2) to determine type of kerogen and its 

level of maturation. 

 

Figure 2.2: The modified pseudo- Van Krevelen plot of kerogen types based on oxygen and 

hydrogen indices (McCarthy et al. 2011). 

 

There are three main types of hydrocarbon-generating kerogen types that can be defined 

based on the atomic ratios of hydrogen to carbon (H/C) and oxygen to carbon (O/C) (Dembicki 

2009). HI and OI are used instead of H/C and O/C, respectively, for convenience since they yield 

almost the same proportionality. The first type of kerogen (Type I) is characterized by high 

hydrogen content and low oxygen content. This type indicates an oil prone kerogen that suggests 

a lacustrine environment of deposition with hydrocarbons derived mainly from algal material 

(Dembicki 2009). Type II has lower hydrogen content however H/C is still moderately high with 
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a higher oxygen content than Type I. Characteristics of Type II suggests that the kerogen was 

deposited under reducing conditions in a marine environment. Hydrocarbons generated from this 

type is mainly condensate oil and wet gas (Dembicki 2009). The third type of kerogen (Type III) 

has low hydrogen content which reflects an oxidizing deposition environment where generated 

hydrocarbons are derived from terrestrial plant debris and/or aquatic organic matter (Dembicki 

2009). Type III kerogen produces mainly gas. An extra type has been defined as well to account 

for non-hydrocarbon-generating kerogen. It is called Type IV and it is characterized by a very low 

H/C ratio (Dembicki 2009). This type has been most likely deposited in an environment where 

significant alteration and/or oxidation of organic matter had occurred. 

Source rocks usually are composed of a mixture of kerogen types and it is very rare to find 

a single-type source rock (Dembicki 2009). Due to this fact, pyrolysis results sometimes are 

misrepresentative and might lead to false determination of kerogen type. An example of that is 

when a source rock contains mixture of Type I and Type III kerogens, the HI vs. OI plot might 

show that kerogen Type II exists in the sample. This misrepresentation is illustrated clearly in 

Figure 2.3. The trend of data representing a mixture of Type I and Type III can fill within the range 

of Type II kerogen at specific proportions (Dembicki 2009). 

 

Figure 2.3: Van Krevelen plot for kerogen mixtures at different proportions (Dembicki 2009). 
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To avoid this misrepresentation and to provide extra verification of kerogen type in a rock 

sample, Dembicki (2009) has discussed the use of gas chromatography (GC) to confirm the results 

of Rock-Eval pyrolysis data. This verification process depends on predefined pyrolysis-GC trends 

associated with representative sample of each type of kerogen.  

Pyrolysis-GC provides a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the S2 peak material 

generated from Rock-Eval. This analysis provides information about the chemistry of thermal 

decomposition of kerogen during maturation and thus an indicator of kerogen type and expected 

hydrocarbons to be produced from the source rock (Dembicki 2009). Each type of kerogen reflects 

a different response on the GC diagram (Figure 2.4) which is a plot of detector response against 

retention time of different hydrocarbons. The diagram shows the peaks of light, medium and heavy 

hydrocarbons that are compiled in larger groups of: <C10, C10-C15, and >C15, respectively. By 

using predefined GC responses, we can identify the specific type of kerogen exists in the sample 

to verify the Rock-Eval analysis results and detect if a mixture of types exists in the rock with 

variable proportions.   

 

Figure 2.4: Gas chromatograph finger-print responses for each type of kerogen (Dembicki 2009). 
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2.1.2 Thermal Maturity 

Beside the quantity and quality of organic matter in a source rock, thermal maturity is an 

essential parameter in evaluating the hydrocarbon-generating capability of that rock. Thermal 

maturity is a measure of the degree of heating that impacted a metamorphosed organic matter to 

generate hydrocarbons (Dargahi 2014). Studying shale deposition and thermal burial history is one 

way of assessing its thermal maturity. However, there are many reliable indices in the oil industry 

that was introduced to determine thermal maturity of a source rock. According to Laughrey (2008), 

there are at least ten indices to measure thermal maturity of a source rock. Some of these indices 

are: Vitrinite reflectance (Ro), conodont color alteration (CAI), Illite crystallinity, Rock-Eval 

maximum temperature (Tmax), Rock-Eval production index (PI), H/C atomic ratio, Van Krevelen 

diagrams, Bitumen-to-TOC ratio, kerogen color, carbon weight percentage in kerogen, EOM 

analysis and burial modeling. Each of these methods has its own advantages and disadvantages in 

terms of accuracy, precision and time-efficiency. The most commonly used indices in the oil 

industry is the vitrinite reflectance and maximum temperature of Rock-Eval pyrolysis (Dargahi 

2014).  

2.1.2.1 Vitrinite Reflectance (Ro) 

 Vitrinite reflectance (Ro) is the most popular method used nowadays for the determination 

of thermal maturity of kerogen, and it is an indication of the maximum paleo-temperature reached 

by a source rock (Dargahi 2014). The method depends on microscopic observation of kerogen 

sample through an oil-immersion objective lens and photometer (McCarthy et al. 2011) to track 

reflectance of vitrinite particles. Ro is actually the percentage of light reflected in oil (See Figure 

2.5). Vitrinite is a type of coal macerals. Macerals are organic components that have distinctive 

physical and chemical properties, and occurring naturally in all types of rocks (Cardott 2012). 

Strictly speaking, vitrinite is a woody marcel which is in fact the remnant of plant material that 

can be found in post-Silurian organic-rich rocks (Johnsson et al. 1995).  As the rock is going 

through maturation due to burial and increasing temperature, the reflectivity of vitrinite increases 

proportionally to increments in temperature only (Johnsson et al. 1995). This means that other 

factors such as pressure and chemical interactions does not affect the vitrinite reflectance 

suggesting it as a strong indicator for thermal maturity exclusively. According to McCarthy et al. 

(2011), current standards in the oil industry consider any values of Ro less than 0.6% to be in the 
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immature rocks range. For values between 0.6% and 0.8%, kerogen is considered to be in the oil-

generating window. Higher reflectivity values of more than 0.8% but less than 1.1% indicate wet-

gas window.  

 

Figure 2.5: Vitrinite reflectance under microscope (McCarthy et al. 2011). 

Ro values within the range of 1.1% and 1.5% is considered to be predominantly gas but 

with some tendency to generate oil especially in the lower end of the range. Values above 1.5% is 

definitely in the dry gas window. Table 2.2 shows a summary of fluid types associated with each 

range of Ro values. 

 

Table 2.2: General classification of hydrocarbon fluid type within source rock based on 

observations of vitrinite reflectance percentage, Ro% (McCarthy et al. 2011) 

Fluid Type Ro 

None (Immature Rock) < 0.6% 

Oil 0.6 – 0.8% 

Wet Gas 0.8 – 1.1% 

Gas (with oil-generating tendency) 1.1 – 1.5% 
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Table 2.2 Continued 

Fluid Type Ro 

Dry Gas > 1.5% 

 

2.1.2.2 Rock-Eval Maximum Temperature (Tmax) 

Another important parameter used in the evaluation of kerogen type and level of maturity 

in a source rock, is the maximum temperature (Tmax) at which the maximum generation of 

hydrocarbons from thermal cracking occurred, i.e. at S2 peak of Rock-Eval pyrolysis.   

 Tmax is used as an indicator to determine the type of hydrocarbon fluid expected from a 

source rock based on a predefined range of temperatures assigned to each type of kerogen 

established upon observations. As Tmax value increases, the maturity of source rock increases 

since it is an indicator of the amount of heat required to crack the kerogen and produce its potential 

of hydrocarbons (McCarthy et al. 2011). Values of Tmax as high as 470oC would indicate a dry-

gas prone source rock. In contrast, Tmax values of less than 430oC would most likely represent an 

immature source rock with none or very low potential for hydrocarbon generation. The 

hydrocarbon-generating prone in between extreme temperatures (470o and 430oC) varies 

significantly for different types of kerogen. According to Tissot et al. (1987), Tmax cannot be used 

as a reliable index for Type I kerogen due to the narrow range of variation in Tmax values (435o 

to 450oC). On the other hand, it is useful to determine fluid type windows for Type II and type III 

kerogens where the range of variation in Tmax is 420oC -460oC and 400oC -600oC, respectively. 

The onset of oil is determined at approximately 430o -435oC for types II and III. The threshold of 

gas window, however, is different for each type. Type II gas window is in the range of 450o -455oC 

while Type III gas window is at 465o -470oC (Tissot et al. 1987). 

2.2 Brittleness and Fracability 

Hydraulic fracturing is known as the main key technique to produce from low-permeability 

source rock reservoirs economically (Holt et al. 2015). In order to perform a successful hydraulic 

fracturing job, brittleness and fracability of source rock have to be quantified for proper placement 

of fractures to achieve maximum efficiency (Holt et al. 2015). 
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Table 2.3: Classification of source rock thermal maturity based on Rock-Eval maximum 

temperature, Tmax, values (Tissot et al. 1987) 

Maturity/ Hydrocarbons generated Tmax (oC) 

Immature < 430 

Oil (Type II and III kerogen) 430 -435 

Wet gas (from Type II kerogen) 450 -455 

Dry gas (from Type III kerogen) > 465 

 

The basic common idea is that formations with higher brittleness are actually easier to 

fracture (higher fracability). Bai (2016), however, has discussed the differences between 

brittleness and fracability and concluded that it is not necessary for a ductile formation to be 

difficult to fracture since it might have lower strength which suggests higher fracability, and vice 

versa. The materialistic definition of brittleness is the ability of material to resist permanent 

deformation or in another word: failure. From technical point of view, many definitions have been 

introduced to describe brittleness of a rock (Hucka and Das 1974, Holt et al. 2015 and Bai 2016). 

According to Holt et al. (2015), there are more than 20 different definitions of brittleness in the 

literature with most of them acting like indices to describe the rock failure or the transition from 

elastic to plastic behavior. Hucka and Das (1974) introduced a comprehensive study to identify 

several brittleness indices used in the industry. They have also combined several observations of 

different experiments to describe a rock with high brittleness as follows: 

 low elongation  

 fracture failure 

 formation of fines 

 high ratio of compressive to tensile strength 

 high resilience 

 large angel of internal friction 

 formation of cracks in indentation 
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 The following are several concepts to describe brittleness as collected by Hucka and Das 

(1974) and Holt et al. (2015). The term “B” is used to refer for brittleness index, followed by a 

numeric subscript to distinguish each index (B1, B2, …etc.). 

 Brittleness as a function of reversible strain (B1): 

 This index defines brittleness as the ratio between reversible strain to the total strain applied 

to a rock sample during a uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) test. It can be expressed as follows: = �  � �  (2.1) 

Total strain is the maximum strain achieved at the point of sample failure during loading stage of 

UCS test. The reversible strain on the other hand is the amount of strain gain as a result of 

unloading which reflects rock’s plasticity. The values for reversible and total strains can be 

determined from the stress-strain diagram produced by UCS test (Figure 2.6). Total strain is 

equivalent to OE and reversible strain is equivalent to DE. 

 

Figure 2.6: Stress versus strain diagram produced by UCS test (Holt et al. 2015). 
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 Brittleness as a function of reversible energy (B2): 

 Similar to B1, the brittleness index B2 is related to the reversibility behavior of the rock 

under unloading conditions. B2 however is equal to the ratio of reversible energy to total energy 

(instead of strain). The equation of B2 is: = �    (2.2) 

 In this case, reversible energy in Figure 2.6 is the area of DCE while total energy is the 

area of OABCE. 

 Brittleness as a function of tensile and compressive strength (B3): 

 According to Hucka and Das (1974), observations have shown a direct relationship 

between brittleness and the difference between compressive and tensile strengths (�  and � , 

respectively). Therefore, another brittleness index (B3) is defined as the ratio of that difference to 

the sum of �  and � :  = � −�� +�    (2.3) 

 Brittleness as a function of Mohr’s envelope parameters (B4): 

 Brittleness has another definition related to Mohr’s ‘Theory of strength’ which defines 

resistance to deformation (R) as: = + � tan �  (2.4) 

Where,  

 C —cohesion  

 � —normal stress on the plane of failure  

 �— angle of internal friction 

In this definition, the brittleness index is obtained by partially differentiating the previous 

equation with respect to normal stress which yields: 
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= sin � = ����+ ����     (2.5) 

Where B4 is the brittleness index determined from Mohr’s envelope at � =  (Figure 2.7). 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Typical Mohr’s envelope showing shearing stress vs. normal stress (Holt et al. 2015). 

 

The definition of B4 utilizes one of brittle material characteristics which is the increase in 

resistance with increasing confinement pressure. Therefore, brittle material have high angle of 

internal friction (�). The advantage of this index according to Hucka and Das (1974), is the fact 

that brittleness can be determined at any stage and calculated from the reduction of internal friction 

angle.  
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 Brittleness as a function of amount of fine formed in Protodyakonov Impact Test (B5): 

 Protodyakonov Impact Test (PIT), is an impact test used to measure impact strength of 

materials. The test is done by dropping a predefined weight inside a tube of a predefined length 

several times to crush the subject sample in order to obtain a strength coefficient ( ) (Tsakalakis 

2006).  is calculated by dividing number of free falls applied on the sample by the volume of 

fines less than 0.5 mm (32 Tyler mesh) produced after respective number of falls. B5 index depends 

on the percentage of fine produced from PIT test that can be sieved through a 28 Tyler mesh (~0.6 

mm) (q) multiplied by the uniaxial compressive strength of the sample (� : = �    (2.6) 

The concept behind using this index is the fact that a brittle rock would produce more fines than a 

ductile one at specific strength. It also reflects the direct relation between uniaxial compressive 

strength and brittleness.  

 Brittleness as a function of quartz content (B6): 

 Jarvie et al. (2007) has discussed the relationship between the percentage of quartz in a 

rock to its level of brittleness. It was found that brittleness increases as the ratio of quartz content 

to total mineralogical content (quartz plus clay plus carbonates) increases. Thus, a brittleness index 

was introduced using the following equation: = + +    (2.7) 

Where, ,  and  are weight fractions of quartz, clay and carbonate, respectively. 

2.3 Matrix Porosity of Shale 

 Although shale is known as an “unconventional” type of rock, this term in fact reflects low 

permeability rather than porosity. Average total porosity of most shale formations lays actually 

within the range of moderate porosity of most of conventional reservoirs, which can go up to 30% 

maximum on average (EVS 2007). According to INTEK (2010), porosity of US shale plays is 

between 3.5% and 12% porosity with an average porosity of about 7%.  Table 2.4 below shows a 

list of US shale plays with their respective average porosity values. In general, total porosity of 

shale can go up to 20% and the effective porosity can go up to 8 – 12% (Truman et al. 1989). 
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Table 2.4: Summary of average matrix porosity values of US shale plays (Truman et al. 1989) 

Formation Porosity 

Marcellus 8% 

Devonian Big Sandy 10% 

Greater Siltstone 6% 

Devonian Low 7% 

New Albany 12% 

Haynesville 9% 

Eagle Ford 9% 

Floyd -Neal/Conasauga 2% 

Fayetteville 5% 

Woodford Western 7% 

Woodford Central 6% 

Cana Woodford 7% 

Barnett 5% 

Hilliard -Baxter -Mancos 4% 

Lewis 4% 

Mancos 4% 

Bakken 8% 

Monterey/Santos 11% 

Average 7% 

 

Matrix porosity of shale is the sum of nonorganic matrix porosity and organic matter 

porosity (Wang et al. 2014). The nonorganic matrix is composed mainly of a mixture of clay 

menirals, quartz and pyrite while the organic matter presents as fragments of hydrocarbon rich 

kerogen. In general, the porous system in shale is composed of micro-scale and nano-scale pores. 

Nano-scale pores are predominantly found in organic matter and clay-rich shale, while micro-scale 

pores are reported mostly in quartz-rich shale (Wang et al. 2014).  
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 Pores structure and geometry of shale porous system have been studied by many 

researchers (Bustin et al. 2008, Louks et al. 2009 and Louks et al. 2012). The main finding of these 

studies is the extreme heterogeneity in shale porous systems in terms of pores size distribution and 

connectivity. It was also observed that different shale plays would have noticeably different 

spectrums of pores geometries. Louks et al. (2012), have presented a classification scheme for 

matrix pores in mud rocks. They identified three types of pores namely: organic-matter pores, 

intraparticle pores and interparticle pores. The first of them is associated with porosity imbedded 

with organic matter. The other two are related to the mineral matrix where interparticle represents 

porosity between particles and crystals, and intraparticle represents porosity within particles.  

2.4 Matrix Permeability of Shale 

 Shale is known for the distinctive characteristic of unconventional tight reservoirs which 

is the extremely low permeability. The average value of permeability in shale reservoirs is 

generally less than 0.01 md with a mean value of 0.001 md in most cases. This puts shale in the 

ranking of “nano-darcy” permeability reservoirs. Table 2.5 below show the average matrix 

permeability of five major US shale plays (Chopra et al. 2013). 

 

Table 2.5: Summary of average matrix permeability of top US shale plays (Chopra et al. 2013) 

Formation Matrix Permeability (md) 

Barnett 0.00022 

Haynesville 0.00064 

Marcellus 0.00098 

Horn River 0.00020 

Eagle Ford 0.00110 

 

In contrast to conventional reservoirs, matrix permeability of shale is significantly more 

sensitive to many factors due to its tight nature (Moghadam and Chalaturnyk 2015). Due to very 

small pore throat sizes in shale, slip flow regime do contribute to the total flow in micro-pores 

along with Darcy flow in macro-pores which results in misestimating real effective permeability 

(Moghadam and Chalaturnyk 2015) (Figure 2.8). This issue was firstly addressed using 
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Klinkenberg correction to account for slip flow, however, recent studies had shown that 

Klinkenberg permeability overestimates liquid permeability significantly (Moghadam and 

Chalaturnyk 2015).  Many studies have also investigated the impact of pore pressure, confining 

stress, flow regime, clay content and pore size distribution on matrix permeability of shale (Bustin 

et al. 2008, Kang et al. 2011, Kwon et al. 2001 and Yang and Aplin 2010). A study by Heller et 

al. (2014), has included an investigation of the sensitivity of shale matrix permeability to changes 

in confining stress and pore pressure considering the contribution of flow regime at respective 

pressures. They found that changes in confining pressure has higher impact on shale matrix 

permeability than changes in pore pressure. Their findings also show that effective permeability 

of the rock is significantly enhanced at very low pore pressures less than 500 psi. 

 

Figure 2.8: Flow regime map for methane at 60 oC showing the impact of slip flow regime 

caused by tight pore throat size in shale (Moghadam and Chalaturnyk 2015). 

2.5 Natural Fractures 

Fractures occurs naturally in most shales and they are one of the most critical factors in 

deciding a prospective and productive shale play. The existence of a network of open natural 

fractures is extremely essential to achieve economic production rates from shale reservoirs since 
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they act as conduits for fluid to flow in these tight formations (Walton and McLennan 2013). This 

concept was easy to prove by observing the results of multistage hydraulic fracturing technique 

which results in reactivating near-wellbore natural fractures networks besides introducing artificial 

fractures to the formation, which results eventually in production boost related to the increase in 

stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) (Walton and McLennan 2013 and Cho et al. 2013). 

2.5.1 Fractures types  

 Fractures are generally classified into three types based on the mode of occurrence (Gale 

2008): 

 Mode I fracture: also called opening mode 

 Mode II fracture: also called sliding mode 

 Mode III fracture: also called tearing mode 

An opening mode fracture, also called joint, is a result of tensile stress while the other two 

modes are results of shear stresses. The difference between mode II and mode III fractures is that 

shear stress is acting perpendicular to crack-front in mode II while it acts parallel to crack-front in 

mode III. Both mode II and mode III fractures are referred to as “faults” in literature. Figure 2.9 

below shows an illustration of the three fracture modes. Recent literature consider stylolite to be a 

type of natural fractures as well (Lacazette 2008). Stylolite is a crack feature filled with insoluble 

residue that appears sometimes in carbonate reservoirs as a result of stress-enhanced dissolution 

(Figure 2.10). 

2.5.2 Fracture properties 

The impact of an existing natural fractures network on reservoir performance can be 

evaluated by the determination of fractures’ key petrophysical properties. According to Nelson 

2001, the main four properties that have to be considered are: 

 Fracture permeability 

 Fracture porosity 

 Fluid saturation within fracture 

 Recovery factor expected from the fracture network 
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These properties are determined mainly from, in order of decreasing accuracy: whole core 

samples, well tests, and well logs (Nelson 2001). The main features that have to be studied in order 

to determine these properties are: fracture morphology, fracture width and fracture spacing. 

 

Figure 2.9: The three modes of natural fracture occurrence in the reservoir (Wikipedia 2008). 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Stylolite (Rygel 2002). 
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2.5.3 Fracture morphology  

Morphology of a fracture has a direct impact on its permeability and porosity. Nelson 2001 

has defined four basic types of natural fracture plane morphology namely: open fractures, 

deformed fractures, mineral-filled fractures, and vuggy fractures. The most preferred morphology 

from reservoir performance perspective is the open fracture that was not deformed nor filled with 

diagenetic minerals. Open fractures are preferred since they act as fluid flow conduits in the 

reservoirs and enhance the overall porosity and permeability. The permeability of an open fracture 

depends solely on initial fracture width, the in situ effective stress component normal to the fracture 

plane, and roughness and contact areas of fracture walls. Deformed fractures in contrast have -in 

most cases- a negative impact on reservoir quality especially in the direction perpendicular to the 

slip surface (Nelson 2001). The third type are mineral-filled fractures which are fractures either 

completely or partially filled with diagenetic minerals such as quartz or carbonate. These fractures 

are usually considered as permeability barriers depending on the degree of mineral filling. Last 

type of morphology is the one characterized with vugs in the matrix surrounding the fracture. Vugs 

may develop around fractures as a result of dissolution caused by disequilibrium between 

formation fluids and matrix along fracture planes.  

Directional permeability is highly affected by type of fracture morphology especially in 

the case of deformed fractures. Slickensided fracture, which is a subtype of deformed fractures 

results from frictional sliding along fracture plane, may result in sever permeability anisotropy as 

it significantly decreases permeability across fracture (Nelson 2001).  

2.5.4 Fracture width 

Permeability of an open natural fracture is directly related to its width. According to Nelson 

2001, the classical definition of Darcy flow was modified to account for flow in a fracture by 

representing flow between two smooth parallel plates separated by a distance (wf) which represents 

fracture width. The modified version was used extensively in literature and its formula is: 

� = ∙    (2.8) 
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2.5.5 Fracture spacing 

The abundance of natural fractures in a reservoir is quantified by fracture spacing. The 

average distance between parallel fractures is another parameter that directly impact the 

determination of a fracture system porosity and permeability (Nelson 2001). Determination of 

fracture spacing is not straight forward. The complexity of most fracture systems makes it difficult 

for geologists to determine a unified spacing number. Therefore, fracture spacing is used as a 

vector with a direction and magnitude to represent “the average distance between regularly spaced 

fractures measured perpendicular to a parallel set of fractures of a given orientation” (Nelson 

2001). By this definition, fracture spacing for a certain system is considered as a set of terms in 

which each term represents an average system of a certain orientation along the direction 

perpendicular to the fractures planes. 

The combined impact of fracture width and spacing on fracture permeability and porosity 

is illustrated in Figures 2.11 and 2.12 (Nelson 2001), respectively. 

 

Figure 2.11: Fracture permeability as a function of fracture width and fracture spacing (Nelson 

2001). 
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2.5.6 Storativity and Transmissivity of Matrix-Fracture System 

 When dealing with naturally fractured reservoirs, the application of dual porosity concept 

is essential since the reservoir in this case has two very different components, matrix and fractures 

(Al-Ajmi et al. 2003). In the case of shale reservoirs, the difference between these two components 

is even more significant due to the extremely tight nature of shale matrix which creates a huge 

permeability gap between matrix and fractures. 

 

Figure 2.12: Fracture porosity as a function of fracture width and fracture spacing (Nelson 2001). 

Warren and Root (1963) described the relationship between the two components as one of 

them representing primary porosity, i.e. matrix, which holds most of reservoir fluids but has very 

small contribution to fluid flow, and the second representing secondary porosity, i.e. fractures, 

which has much less storage capacity but has high fluid flow capacity.  

 The main purpose of using the definitions of storativity and transmissivity is to understand 

and explain the general flow behavior of fluids within a dual porosity reservoir. At the beginning 

of production, fluid is produced rapidly through the high permeability fractures to the wellbore. 

After the drainage of fluid stored in natural fractures, production from matrix begins by fluid 

flowing from matrix pores to nearby fractures which transports it eventually to the wellbore 

(Fekete 2012). The storativity, , of a certain reservoir component is defined as the product of 
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porosity, �, total compressibility, , and total thickness, ℎ, of that component (Warren and Root 

1963). It is mainly a representation of fluid storage capacity of a specific medium with a specific 

porosity in the reservoir. Transmissivity term is used mostly for fractures to describe their ability 

to allow fluid flow. Fracture transmissivity (called also conductivity), , is defined as the product 

of fracture permeability, � , and fracture width, .  

Warren and Root (1963) introduced the concept of treating a heterogeneous naturally 

fractured reservoir with irregular matrix, fractures and vugs as an equivalent homogeneous dual 

porosity model that represents matrix as grid blocks with openings between them representing 

fractures as shown in Figure 2.13.  

 

Figure 2.13: Illustration of dual-porosity model (right) where grid blocks represent matrix and 

openings represent fractures to simulate a heterogeneous naturally fractured reservoir (left) 

(Warren and Root 1963). 

According to Warren and Root (1963), two parameters should be defined to reflect the 

impact of dual porosity nature of fractured (or layered) reservoirs on transient pressure tests. The 

first being interporosity flow coefficient, , which they defined as: = �   (2.9) 

 There are two types of interpososity flow depending on the assumption of flow type 

between matrix and fractures (Gringarten 1984). The first is the transient interporosity flow which 

assumes a transient flow between matrix and fractures which on its turn causes a positive skin to 

develop between the two porosities. The second model is the most commonly used one which is 
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the pseudo-steady state interporosity flow which assumes that pressure reduction at any location 

in the matrix is linear as a function of time (Warren and Root 1963). 

 The shape factor in the interporosity flow coefficient equation is used to reflect the 

geometrical effect of matrix blocks to avoid fine gridding. Warren and Root (1963), Kazemi et al. 

(1976), Coats (1989) and others, have developed many equations to calculate shape factor based 

on various assumptions of matrix-fracture interaction.   

The equation introduced by Warren and Root (1963) for shape factor was as follows: 

� = ( + + ) (2.10) 

 Kazemi et al. (1976) modified the above equation as follows: 

� = ( + + )  (2.11) 

The second parameter discussed by Warren and Root (1963) to affect transient well tests in 

naturally fractures reservoirs, is the storativity ratio, �, which they defined as: 

� = � ℎ� ℎ + � ℎ   (2.12) 

From the definition of the storativity ratio, �, we can clearly see that it relates fluid storage 

capacity of the secondary porosity (fractures) to the combined matrix and fractures system. 

The term, ℎ, in Equation (2.11) represents the total thickness of the most permeable 

medium in the reservoir which in this case is the fracture. This form of the equation is more 

practical in the case of layered reservoir with different permeabilities, however, it is not practical 

in the case of fractured reservoirs. Gringarten (1984) has introduced another form of this equation 

that can be used for both fractured and layered reservoir. He replaced the thickness term with a 

term of volume ratio, . Volume ratio is the ratio of a certain medium volume to the total bulk 

volume. Therefore, the storativity ratio equation became: 

� = �� +  (2.13) 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

RESERVOIR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

 

Depending on type and quality of available data, estimating petroleum reservoir reserves and 

performance is done mainly by using one or more of the following methods (Sustakoski and 

Morton-Thompson 1992): 

 Volumetric 

 Production history analysis 

 Material balance (Reservoir simulation) 

 Analogy 

 Volumetric estimation method is the simplest one that requires only few inputs which 

include formation: Area, thickness, porosity, water saturation, and oil/gas formation volume factor. 

According to Sustakoski and Morton-Thompson (1992), the accuracy of this method is usually 

low and it leads to overestimating reserves especially in highly heterogeneous reservoirs. 

Moreover, analogy method depends highly on similarity of characteristics between reservoirs in 

comparison. Hence, analogy method leads usually to a general estimate of reserves and 

performance rather than a realistic accurate one.  Recent years had shown more reliance on the 

other two methods (production analysis and material balance) in estimating reserves of 

unconventional reservoirs since they result in more realistic and dependable estimates especially 

when high quality reservoir description and sufficient amount of production data are available. 

Therefore, the main focus in this review will be on the current practices of reservoir performance 

assessment using Arp’s production decline curve analysis (DCA), rate transient analysis (RTA), 

pressure transient analysis (PTA), and reservoir modelling (material balance) approaches. 

3.1 Flow rate decline analysis 

Decline curve analysis has been used for many years to predict production performance of 

conventional reservoirs. It depends on using empirical equations to forecast production depending 

on the extrapolation of flow rate decline trend observed in different types of reservoirs (Arps, 1945; 

and Fetkovich, 1980). The classic empirical equation used in decline curve analysis is: 
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= � + � −
 (3.1) 

The flow rate decline follows four possible regimes that are reflected by the value of rate exponent 

“b”. The decline is exponential when b equals zero, hyperbolic when b is between 0 and 1, 

harmonic when b equals 1, and beyond hyperbolic for values of b larger than 1 (Kazemi et al. 

2015). 

 By integrating Equation 3.1, cumulative produced hydrocarbon at any time t, , can be 

obtained. The ultimate cumulative production, ∞ , can also be obtained by solving for = ∞. 

According to Kazemi et al. 2015, the integration results of Arp’s empirical equation for b = 0 

which indicates exponential decline is as follows: = � − �  (3.2) = �� − − �   (3.3) 

∞ = ��   (3.4) 

For b values between zero and one (hyperbolic decline), the integration results are as 

follows: 

= � + � −
  (3.5) 

= �− � − − � [ + � − − ] (3.6) 

∞ = �� −   (3.7) 

For harmonic decline where b equals one: = � + � −   (3.8) = �� ln + �  (3.9) 

∞ = ∞  (3.10) 

When rate exponent b is larger than one, the decline rate is beyond hyperbolic and the 

integration results for rate and cumulative production are identical to hyperbolic behavior 
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(Equations 3.5 and 3.6), however, ultimate cumulative production will have the same equation as 

3.10.  

 The definition of decline rate at any specific time is as follows (Kazemi et al. 2015): =  −  = �+ �  (3.11) 

The nominal decline rate ( �) which is the term used for initial decline rate, is related to 

the effective decline rate (  which in turn is a simple function of rate change: = − = [ − ]
  (3.12) 

The relation between the effective decline rate ( ) and nominal decline rate at any specific time 

( ) is governed by the following equation: = − −   (3.13) 

Using Equations 2.16 and 2.24, Kazemi et al. (2015) derived the equation relating cumulative 

production , initial rate �, and flow rate at time t : 

= �− � [ � − − ]  (3.14) 

3.2 Flow Rate Transient Analysis (RTA) 

In unconventional reservoirs, most observations of decline rate show that b starts at four 

initially, decreases to two and approaches zero after a period of production. The relationship 

between decline curve analysis and the solution of one-dimensional flow in hydraulically fractured 

reservoirs was discussed by Kazemi et al. (2015). In their work, they linked flow rate transient 

analysis (RTA) with flow rate decline analysis to provide an approach to estimate the oil recovery 

per hydraulic fracture stage in black oil shale reservoirs. 

 According to Kazemi et al. (2015), when � ≫ , Equation 2.11 takes the following 

form: 

= ��    (3.15) 
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As mentioned earlier, the decline rate in unconventional oil reservoirs starts with a b 

exponent value of four, which indicates the classic bilinear flow regime which in turn marks flow 

from a vertical hydraulic fracture: 

= ��  √   (3.16) 

After a short period of production, rate exponent decreases to value of two, the flow regime 

obtained is the linear flow toward a vertical hydraulic fracture: 

= ��  √   (3.17) 

By multiplying Equation 3.18 by Δ  and comparing it with the rate transient analysis 

(RTA) equation for multistage hydraulic fractured well (3.19), we can see that a plot of rate-

normalized pressure versus √  is a line with a positive slope. 

Δ = . √ ,  (ℎ ℎ ℎ ) ( � +  ) √ + .  ,  ℎ  ℎ   (3.18) 

For long term production, rate exponent  approaches a value of 1.0 or less. In this case, 

Equation 3.16 can be rewritten as: 

Δ − [Δ �� �  − ] √   (3.19) 

Equation 3.20 shows that the plot of rate-normalized pressure versus square root of time 

has an increasing slope with time which is an indication of boundary-dominated flow (BDF) 

behavior (Kazemi et al. 2015). During BDF, rate exponent  becomes very small approaching 

almost zero which suggest that long-term reservoir performance can be approximated by the 

exponential decline behavior. Hence, by integrating exponential decline Equation 3.2 from the 

time of boundary effect beginning ( ) to future time ( ), an equation of cumulative production 

during the period ( − ) can be obtained as follows: − = [ − − − ]  (3.20) 
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For earlier intervals of production (prior to BDF), the cumulative production is −
). Therefore, total cumulative production from the start of production until future time  is 

calculated by: − = − + −   (3.21) 

Where, −  = cumulative production for early production period before BDF, −  −    = cumulative production for late production period after BDF, −  −    = cumulative production over total time, −  

Estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) can be obtained from Equation 3.22 as it yields the 

sum of cumulative production during early and late stages of production. According to Kazemi et 

al. (2015), the cumulative produced oil per hydraulic fracture stage in black oil shale reservoirs is 

the product of stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) of that stage and the change in Stock tank barrel 

(STB) of oil per unit pore volume. This is illustrated in Equation 3.23 below: 

−ℎ =  [ � − � ]  (3.22) 

 Equation 3.23 does not consider natural gas liquid. Accounting for natural gas liquid 

would require compositional material balance (Kazemi et al. 2015). 

3.3 Flow Rate and Pressure Transient Analysis in Unconventional reservoirs 

Rate-normalized pressure flow equations are used to analyze well performance in 

unconventional reservoirs to shade the impact of varying bottom-hole pressure conditions resulting 

from the tight nature of such reservoirs (Kazemi et al. 2015). These equations are used mainly to 

analyze pressure build up tests in order to obtain reliable reservoir flow characteristics. The flow 

regimes usually expected from early pressure buildup are the bilinear and linear flow regimes, 

followed by linear flow regime.  

Due to the very tight nature of the matrix of unconventional reservoirs, the existence of 

natural and/or induced macro-fractures introduces the concept of dual porosity which consider the 

reservoir to be divided into two components, matrix and fractures (Al-Ajmi et al. 2003). For 
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hydraulically fractured reservoirs, a third component is also considered which is the artificial 

finite-conductivity fracture. According to Kazemi et al. (2015), the early bilinear flow analysis can 

be done using two assumptions. The first is by approximating dual-porosity by a single-porosity 

equivalent medium that is connected to the hydraulic fracture. In this case the flow is linear from 

macro-fractures to the hydraulic fracture to the well. This type of bilinear flow regime is presented 

by the following equation: 

Δ+ + = .  −ℎ ℎ √ ℎ ℎ [( � + , ) ]   

+ . −, ℎ ℎ ℎ    (3.23) 

Where, 

 � , = � � + �   (3.24) 

For pressure buildup for the single-porosity bilinear flow, the following equation applies: 

Δ − Δ =+ + =  .  −ℎ ℎ √ ℎ ℎ [( � + , ) ]  

∙  [( + Δ ) − Δ ]  (3.25) 

The second case with bilinear flow analysis is when flow from matrix to macro-fracture is 

considered as part of flow hierarchy prior to flow from macro-fractures to the hydraulic fracture 

to the well, which represents the original dual-porosity concept. This type of bilinear flow 

conditions is illustrated through the following equation: 

Δ+ + = .  −√ , ℎ ℎ ( ℎ ) { − [� (� − ) +  ] }   

+ . −, ℎ ℎ ℎ   (3.26) 

For pressure build up for the dual-porosity bilinear flow, the following equation applies: 
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Δ − Δ =+ + = .  −√ , ℎ ℎ ( ℎ ) { − [� (� − ) +  ] }  

 ∙   [( + Δ ) − Δ ]     (3.27) 

 Following bilinear flow is the linear flow rate transient analysis which is applied to obtain 

effective permeability of the SRV. The equation for this analysis is Equation 3.29 which is the 

solution of the three-phase black oil diffusivity equation for the infinite-acting period prior to BDF 

(Equation 3.32) (Kazemi et al. 2015). One assumption has to be made to validate Equation 3.29 

which is that oil from condensation is considered not mobile. 

Δ+ + = .√ (ℎ ℎ ℎ ) [( � + ) ] √ + .ℎ ℎ ℎ    (3.28) 

Where, = � ,   (3.29) = + +   (3.30) 

∇ ∙ (� ) ∇ + (  ̂ + ̂ + ̂) = �   (3.31) 

For an oil reservoir, the total compressibility is (Kazemi et al. 2015): = � + + +   (3.32) 

Where, 

� = − � �
  (3.33) 

=  −  (3.34) 

= ̂ + +  (3.35) 

̂ = −  (3.36) 
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=  −  (3.37) 

As mentioned earlier, besides RTA, pressure transient analysis can be used as a method to 

estimate reservoir properties, especially effective and matrix permeability. After the well is shut 

in following a certain period of production, pressure build is monitored and can be used along with 

flow rates, reservoir fluid properties, and formation properties to evaluate the flow capacity of the 

well as well as some other properties. 

For the PTA analysis part, Kazemi et al. (2017) have introduced the following equation to 

be used to produce diagnostic plots for linear flow analysis: 

� − = 8. 8ℎ √ � √ + .√ +   (3.38) 

3.4 Reservoir Modeling and Simulation of Shale Reservoirs 

As discussed earlier, flow media of unconventional reservoirs are composed of two 

components: matrix and fractures. Permeability of matrix can be measured through core and log 

analysis, however, the rate transient analysis yields the “actual” effective permeability of the 

formation which is in fact the enhanced total permeability resulting from hydraulic fracturing that 

introduces induced macro-fractures to the reservoir. For accurate and representative reservoir 

modeling, both matrix and effective (enhanced) permeability have to be measured and fed to the 

model accurately (Kazemi et al. 2015). 

For the equations that are used as models for unconventional black oil reservoirs, Kazemi 

et al. (2015) presented a dual-porosity single-phase model that can be used for pressure transient 

and rate transient analysis as follows: ∇�[ ,  ∇(Δ ) + � = � Δ
  (3.39) 

Where, Δ = � −     (3.40) 

The term “ � ” is the matrix-fracture transfer function. This function can be either pseudo-

steady state or unsteady state. Since matrix permeability in unconventional reservoir is extremely 
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low, the unsteady state formulation of the transfer function is used to account for the intricate mass 

transfer physics: 

� =  ∫ Δ ,�  , − �  �  (3.41) 

Where, 

, = .  [∑∞=  � ] (3.42) 

The term ,  represents the flow rate resulting from unit pressure drop at the matrix 

surface for spherical matrix blocks. For other geometries, similar equations have been also 

developed (Torcuk et al. 2013). For better representation of hydraulic fractures in the model, 

logarithmic gridding is used to at the location of the fracture to provide improved accuracy (Figures 

2.14 and 2.15). 

 

Figure 2.14: a) Conceptual illustration of multistage hydraulic fractures in horizontal well. b) 

Sample of logarithmic gridding used for a single hydraulic fracture stage (Torcuk et al. 2013).  
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Figure 2.15: Illustration of stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) of a hydraulically fractured well 

(left) and reservoir grid system (right) (Kazemi et al. 2015). 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

SHILAIF FORMATION 

 

4.1 Petroleum System Description 

The targeted Shilaif formation is a member of the Wasia group, a Middle Cretaceous 

sequence in the Mesozoic petroleum systems of Abu Dhabi, UAE (Figure 4.1). It is considered as 

one of the main source rocks that fed the overlaying giant oil and gas Jurassic and Lower 

Cretaceous reservoirs from which most of Abu Dhabi hydrocarbons are produced. Since Shilaif 

shale is a source rock itself, the petroleum system of the reservoir consists of the formation itself 

only, making it the source, reservoir and seal rocks together (Magoon and Beaumont 1999 and 

Jarvie et al. 2004). 

The Shilaif formation is a bituminous carbonaceous that is characterized by distinctive 

well-laminated pattern. It is interpreted to have deposited in an anoxic and sulfidic conditions that 

are favorable for organic matter preservation (Alsharhan et al. 2014). The burial history chart of 

Abu Dhabi’s stratigraphic geology (Figure 4.2) shows a critical moment indicating the peak 

generation of petroleum occurring between Later and Middle Cretaceous at around 90 Ma. 

 The petroleum system map in Figure 4.3 shows the extent of Shilaif basin within the 

borders of Abu Dhabi. The targeted structure is Ghurab syncline located in the south-western area 

of Abu Dhabi. The location of Ghurab syncline is shown in Figure 4.4.  

Cross section maps from literature show that the Shilaif formation has an average depth of 

6500 ft across the onshore prospective area with shallowing trend from offshore to onshore 

reaching a minimum depth of 3,500 ft in the south eastern side. The maximum depth found to be 

around 11,000 ft. Figure 4.5 and 4.6 provide formation depth data from east-to-west and north-to-

south cross-sections, respectively. The gross thickness of the formation is about 650 in average 

(EIA 2015).  
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Figure 4.1: Simplified stratigraphic sequence and hydrocarbon habitat distribution of Abu Dhabi 

petroleum systems (Alsharhan et al. 2014) .
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Figure 4.2: Petroleum system burial chart of Abu Dhabi (Alsharhan et al. 2014). 
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Figure 4.3: Paleogeoraphic map of Shilaif formation areal extent within Abu Dhabi region 

(Taher 2010). 

 

Figure 4.4: Map of main structural trends in Abu Dhabi showing the location of targeted Ghurab 

Syncline (EIA 2015). 

Ghurab Syncline 
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Figure 4.5: West-to-east structural cross-section for Shilaif formation (EIA 2015). 

 

 

Figure 4.6: North-to-south cross-section for Shilaif formation (EIA 2015). 
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4.2  Data Analysis 

The set of data that was made available to evaluate the characteristics of Shilaif formation 

included a set of data obtained from the first exploration well (X-01). The data includes processed 

logs such as mud logs, wireline resistivity-density-porosity logs, Formation MicroImager (FMI) 

log and Mineralogy/TOC logs, in addition to thorough core descriptions, thin section, XRD (X-

Ray Diffraction), and CT Scan for rock samples. The data were used for thorough geological 

interpretation as well as determination of reservoir quality and defining pay zones. 

4.2.1 Geology 

The investigated Shilaif formation section is at depths between 9,256 and 9870 ft. Shiliaf 

was sub-divided to three folds (Figure 3.5): Upper Shilaif (S3) ranging from 9256 ft to 9440 ft, 

Middle Shilaif (S2) ranging from 9440 ft to 9665 ft and Lower Shilaif (S1) ranging from 9665 ft 

to 9870 ft. The description of cuttings obtained from mud log data on-site show that the Shilaif is 

interpreted to comprise of dominantly wackstone lithology grading to packstone at places.  

The cuttings samples were described by well-site geologists to have grey to black color, 

moderate to high hardness, carbonaceous and no visible porosity. Fluorescence reflection 

indicating oil-show was noted along many certain depths but were more noticeable along the lower 

section of Shilaif S2 to the upper section of Shilaif S1, specifically from 9500 to 9800 ft. Total gas 

values observed from mud logs ranges from 5000 to 65000 ppm with highest values observed 

within Shilaif S3. 

 The wireline open hole logs performed on X-01 are illustrated in the Table 4.1 below along 

with their objective. 

 

Table 4.1: List of wireline open-hole logs performed on X-01 exploration well 

Log Direct property 

measured 

Objective Unit 

Gamma Ray 

(GR) 

Natural radioactivity Defining shale and clay formations 

– depth correlation 

API 
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Table 4.1 Continued 

Log Direct property 

measured 

Objective Unit 

HNGS 

Formation 

Uranium 

Concentration 

(HURA) 

Concentration Determination of shaly/clay sections 

of the formation through Uranium 

concentration measurement 

ppm 

HNGS 

Formation 

Potassium 

Concentration 

(HFK) 

Concentration Determination of shaly/clay sections 

of the formation through Potassium 

concentration measurement 

ppm 

HNGS 

Formation 

Thorium 

Concentration 

(HTHO) 

Concentration Determination of shaly/clay sections 

of the formation through Thorium 

concentration measurement 

ppm 

High-Resolution 

Laterolog Array 

(HRLA) 

Resistivity  Determination of water saturation 

and fluids contacts 

Ohm-m 

Photoelectric 

Factor (PEF) 

Photoelectric adsorption Defining lithology by calcualting 

atomic number (Z) through 

photoelectric adsorption 

measurement  

Barns 

(10-24 

cm2) 

Near-To-Array 

Porosity 

Limestone 

Corrected 

(APLC) 

Neutron porosity Determination of formation porosity 

through epithermal neutron ratio 

measurement  

Porosity 

unit 

(p.u.) 
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The results of Gamma ray (GR) log show highest values (up to 100 gAPI) along 9554 – 

9677 ft and 9718 – 9865 ft depths indicating muddy shale formations. 

 At exactly the same depths, HURA log reads a high concentration of Uranium in the range 

of 14 – 16 ppm while both HFK and HTHO read lowest values of potassium and thorium 

concentration along Shilaif.  

For laterolog resistivity logs, very high (saturated) readings were observed except along 

9256 – 9300 ft and 9477 – 9580 ft. PEF density log reads around five at most depths which 

indicates limestone except for few very narrow ranges at about 9770 ft and 9820 ft where a value 

of around four (dolomite) is noted. APLC porosity log read less than 6% at most places except 

along 9760 – 9820 ft where values up to 12% are observed. 

 Further geological interpretations were obtained from borehole image log using FMI where 

it revealed a moderately bedded nature of the formation. FMI log depth was correlated with core 

depth to ensure representability. It was decided that there is +9.5 ft difference between log depth 

and core depth. Bedding intensity increases noticeably (6 – 10 beds/ft) at some specific depths 

such as along 9743 – 9777 ft (Figure 4.9).  

Structural dip is extremely low and almost flat reading a mean value of 1/N331 throughout 

the imaged interval. Solution seams were also observed at many places along the Shilaif formation 

as shown in Figure 3.7. Theses seams are thought to be containing insoluble residues left behind 

dissolution of the host limestone. 

 The residue often contains one or all of the following: clay minerals, organic matter, silica, 

iron oxides and pyrite. The direction of solution seams follows the structural dip according to the 

interpreted FMI images. The mean dip of these features across Shilaif is 3/N323.  

Highest solution seam intensity is noted along 9431 – 9503 ft and 9660 – 9724 ft. FMI 

images show no natural fractures or indications of faulting anywhere in Shilaif. One breakout was 

interpreted along the whole formation with a strike of N350 which can be used an indication of 

the minimum regional horizontal stress in the drilled area (Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.8: Sub-division of Shilaif formation. 
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Figure 4.9: Bedding observed in Shilaif on FMI log. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Solution Seams observed in Shilaif on FMI log. 
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Figure 4.11: The only breakout observed in Shilaif on FMI log. 

For mineralogical analysis the high-definition spectroscopy LithoScanner* log of 

Schlumberger was interpreted to obtain mineral composition along Shilaif as well as kerogen 

content. Based on mineralogy and kerogen content, a sub-division of Shilaif was proposed. A 

summary of the proposed sub-divisions along with their respective content percentage of total clay, 

total calcite, total quartz-fayalite-magnetite (QFM), total dolomite, total pyrite, and total kerogen 

is shown in Table 4.2 below. Average mineralogical and kerogen content is also added in the last 

row. 

Table 4.2: Proposed sub-divisions of Shilaif based on mineralogical content  

Sub-

division 

Depth 

 (ft) 

Clay 

 (%) 

Calcite 

(%) 

QFM 

 (%) 

Dolomite 

(%)  

Pyrite 

(%) 

Kerogen 

(%) 

Shilaif VI 9256-

9358 

1.4  95.5 0.4 1 0.2 1.3 

Shilaif V 9358-

9391 

2 80 12.5 1.2 0.2 4.1 

Shilaif IV 9391-

9562 

0.2 98 0.3 1 0 0.5 
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Table 4.2 Continued 

Sub- 

division 

Depth 

(ft) 

Clay 

(%) 

Calcite 

(%) 

QFM 

 (%) 

Dolomite 

(%)  

Pyrite 

(%) 

Kerogen 

(%) 

Shilaif III 9562-

9667 

0.5 95.2 0.3 1 0 0.4 

Shilaif II 9667-

9718 

0.3 98 0.3 1 0 0.4 

Shilaif I 9718-

9870 

2 90 1 2.4 0.4 4.2 

Average  1.07 92.8 2.46 1.27 0.13 1.82 

 

4.2.2 Reservoir Quality: 

Reservoir quality data analysis was carried out through interpretation of log and core 

data. The evaluation workflow is illustrated in Figure 4.12. 

 

Figure 4.12: Reservoir quality evaluation workflow. 

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

LithologyLithology

PorosityPorosity

SaturationSaturation

PermeabilityPermeability

Reservoir Quality Indices (RQI)Reservoir Quality Indices (RQI)
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The logging suite that was acquired in X-01 includes conventional essential logs plus some 

advanced logs that were used to either to validate conventional logs results or to obtain extra 

parameters for more accurate reservoir quality evaluation. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 summarize the list 

of conventional and advanced logs performed in X-01, respectively, along with the respective 

measured property/parameter. 

Table 4.3: Conventional logging suite performed in X-01 

Logs Obtained properties/parameters 

Triple combo (Density, Neutron, 

Resistivity) 

Porosity, saturation 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)  Porosity, TOC, Bitumen, Free fluid, 

Permeability 

 

Table 4.4: Advanced logging suite performed in X-01 

Logs Obtained properties/parameters 

Array Dielectric (Dielectric Scanner) Resistivity independent saturation 

Spectroscopy (LithoScanner) TOC, Mineralogy, Clay typing 

Diffusion T2 stationary NMR Resistivity independent saturation, fluid and 

HC type  

 

The triple combo log is considered as the bare minimum log measurements which in 

combination with other measurements like NMR, spectroscopy and dielectric help quantify the 

reservoir volumes. The NMR was logged to  quantify porosity, kerogen volume and estimate pore 

size distribution (through T2 distribution) and permeability of the rock. For advanced logs, the 

Dielectric Scanner which is an array dielectric tool was ran to quantify the water-filled porosity. 

Porosity obtained by NMR for example can be highly affected by the uncertainty of resistivity 

dependence. The dielectric measurement provides an independent direct estimate of water 

saturation in the reservoir. Moreover, the LithoScanner tool which is a spectroscopic type of 

measurement was used to define lithology. The processed data from this tool can be used to detect 

dry weight fractions of elements: Aluminum (Al), Calcium (Ca), Gadolinium (Gd), Iron (Fe), 
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Potassium (K), Magnesium (Mg), Manganese (Mn), Phosphorus (P), Silicon (Si), Sulfur (S), 

Titanium (Ti) and Carbon (C). The direct measurement of carbon can be used to accurately 

quantify total carbon content which is an essential element in evaluating unconventional source 

rock plays. Total carbon is split into inorganic carbon which is computed using other elements, 

and organic carbon which equals total carbon minus inorganic carbon. Other dry weight elements 

are used to compute the mineralogy and different clay types present in the formation. Figure 4.13 

shows the results of LithoScanner processed data. The 2nd track in the presented log represents the 

cumulative lithology which is dominated by calcite while the rest of tracks show the computed 

elemental weight fractions. The diffusion T2 stationary NMR is a log utilizes stationary 

measurements performed by the NMR tool which inverts for both T2 distribution and diffusivity 

of the fluids in the rock. Diffusion is plotted versus T2 distribution on a 2D map to estimate total 

porosity, fluid type and fluid saturation. 

 

Figure 4.13: Processed LithoScanner log data showing dry-weight fractions of several elements 

along Shiliaf. 

 For core analysis, a total of 71 samples were examined and a full reservoir quality testing 

program was performed and it included the following items: 
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 Tight Rock Analysis (TRA): obtaining basic petrophysical properties including as-received 

water, oil, and gas saturations in the pore space, effective oil- and gas-filled porosities, 

permeability, and clay-bound waters. 

 Core-NMR and Rock-Eval pyrolysis to determine HC types in situ. 

 Leco TOC and Rock-Eval for source rock potential and maturity. 

 Petrographic analysis including thin section descriptions, scanning electron microscopy, 

and X-ray diffraction to evaluate the fabric, texture, and composition of the rock. 

 

4.2.2.1 Total Organic Carbon (TOC): 

The first step toward determining the potential of shale source rock is to quantify the total 

organic carbon (TOC). The greater the TOC, greater is the source potential of the rock. TOC was 

computed from logs using direct carbon measurement from LithoScanner and using the NMR 

density deficit method. LithoScanner-computed TOC depends only on the measured total carbon 

and the computed total inorganic carbon, the calculation is simplified in Figure 4.14 below. Total 

inorganic carbon is computed from elements other than carbon using the LithoScanner built-in 

processing algorithm. 

 

Figure 4.14: Total organic carbon calculation using LithoScanner data. 

 The method of NMR density deficit utilizes the total porosity measured by NMR tool and 

density log to compute the kerogen volume. According to Gonzalez et al. (2013), the concept 

behind this method is based on the fact that NMR porosity is sensitive to the volume of hydrogen 
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in the fluids in the pore space but not the hydrogen in the solid kerogen. Therefore, if the matrix 

density is known from the measurements of LithoScanner, it can be used to compute the pore 

volume. Since kerogen has much lower density than other mineral components, usually between 

1.1 and 2 g/cm3, thus the density measurement is sensitive to the amount of kerogen while the 

NMR is not. Considering a conversion factor of 1.2 to 1.4 to account for other elements within 

kerogen (Lewis et al. 2004), the following equations can be used to compute TOC: = ∗ ∗   (4.1) 

= −− − � �∗( − )∗ −  (4.2) 

 Variations are expected when comparing TOC measured by LithoScanner tool, NMR-

density deficit method and direct TOC measurement from core through Rock-Eval. The reason is 

that LithoScanner measure all organic carbon in the formation including kerogen, hydrocarbons 

and bitumen, hence it has the highest TOC values. The lowest range of values are expected from 

NMR-density deficit method since it estimates the organic carbon only in the kerogen. 

 Core-measured TOC using Leco TOC method is somewhere between the two since it 

measures the carbon in kerogen and any bitumen or liquid hydrocarbon that is still trapped in the 

pore space. Apparently, The NMR-density deficit method has the most accurate estimation since 

it disregards organic carbon in other rock components but the kerogen. 

 TOC values for Shilaif were estimated within the range of 0.09 to 8.35, with average of 

1.58 wt%. There are three distinctive zones where TOC values arise above 1 wt%. Rock-Eval was 

also performed to compute TOC on 15 samples only (out of 70). Since bitumen and liquid 

hydrocarbons are removed during extraction phase of Rock-Eval, TOC values from Rock-Eval are 

expected to be less than Leco TOC. However, the comparison between the two method showed a 

very slight difference which indicates low bitumen content.  

TOC values from LithoScanner, NMR-density deficit and Leco TOC methods are 

presented in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15: TOC values from LithoScanner, NMR-density deficit and Leco TOC methods. 

4.2.2.2 Hydrogen and Oxygen Indices 

The plot of Hydrogen index (HI) versus Oxygen index (OI) was derived from Rock-Eval 

results (Figure 4.16). The plot includes data of fourteen samples that underwent a liquid solvent 

extraction process after extractable organic matter (EOM) was removed from the samples upon 

Rock-Eval. The general trend of data is clustered around 200 to 350 mg/g HI and < 50 mg/g OI. 

These ranges likely reflect a Type II kerogen. There are also some outlying data points that 

represents low TOC samples, where both HI and OI values are unreliable. It was noticed that HI 

for solvent-extracted samples generally decreases when compared to the non-extracted samples; 

especially for low kerogen samples. In kerogen-rich samples, OI decreased after solvent extraction 

suggesting that organic oxygen is preferentially associated with bitumen. Table 4.5 below lists that 

samples that was used for liquid solvent extraction with their respective log depth, core depth, S1 

peak value in mg HC/ g rock, and Bitumen content in mg/g rock. 
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Figure 4.16: Plot of Rock-Eval Hydrogen index (HI) versus Oxygen index (OI). 

 

Table 4.5: List of samples used for liquid solvent extraction with their respective log depth, core 

depth, S1 peak, and Bitumen content 

Sample ID Log depth (ft.) Core depth 

(ft.) 

S1 (mg HC/g 

rock) 

Bitumen (mg/g 

rock) 

4 9281 9270 1.61 2.23 

10 9348 9340 2.41 7.08 

14 9377 9367 3.59 7.14 

17 9414 9404 3.80 4.58 

22 9452 9442 0.59 0.89 

23 9469 9458 2.45 2.68 

29 9563 9553 3.01 3.12 

36 9621 9616 2.20 1.91 
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Table 4.5 continued: 

Sample ID Log depth (ft.) Core depth 

(ft.) 

S1 (mg HC/g 

rock) 

Bitumen (mg/g 

rock) 

43 9682 9674 1.72 1.92 

46 9713 9703 3.22 3.39 

52 9758 9748 3.59 5.50 

56 9784 9775 5.86 7.26 

61 9818 9810 2.07 2.05 

63 9835 9828 3.82 1.14 

 

4.2.2.3 Thermal Maturity 

Five samples were selected for organic petrography examination from different depths that 

are believed to have potential pay zones based on previous measurements. The selected depths are: 

9340 ft, 9572 ft, 9649 ft, 9765 ft, and 9775 ft. Four out of the five samples did not contain vitrinite 

and one had only traces of vitrinite (Figure 3.14) at 9572 ft. Therefore, solid bitumen reflectance 

(  was measured instead of vitrinite reflectance (  and converted into vitrinite reflectance 

equivalent (VRE) using Jacob equation (Jacob 1989): = . ∗ + .   (4.3) 

Calculated VRE ranges from 0.87 to 0.97% with average of 0.94%. The shallowest sample 

(9340 ft log depth) was measured at 0.77% solid bitumen reflectance calculated into 0.87% VRE. 

This value is slightly lower than the remaining four measurements which might suggest that VRE 

has a decreasing trend toward shallower depths.  

 For validation purposes,  was also calculated using maximum temperature (Tmax) values 

of Rock-Eval. According to Jarvie et al. (2001), Tmax can be converted to  using the following 

equation: = . ∗ − .   (4.4) 

For samples that were not used for TRA liquid solvent extraction, average Tmax value was 

around 439oC , which calculates into 0.74% , a value significantly lower than measured VRE.   
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This was explained by the Tmax suppression by high bitumen content. For solvent extracted 

samples however, Tmax was measured at an average of 452oC for samples with S2 < 0.1 mgHC/g, 

which was converted to 0.97% . The latter value is much closer to measured VRE using solid 

bitumen reflectance conversion which gives high confidence in thermal maturity estimation 

through  calculation based on two independent techniques.  

 

Figure 4.17: Vitrinite traces observed only in one sample (Top middle). 

4.2.2.4 Lithology and Porosity 

Quantifying porosity and determining the pore fluids can be challenging in organic shale 

plays, especially the liquid bearing ones. Kerogen can have a nuclear log response similar to 

conventional pore fluids. Inaccurate quantification of TOC and kerogen will typically lead to 

incorrect porosity estimates. The presence and quantity of bitumen associated with the kerogen is 

a function of thermal maturity (Le Doan et al. 2013) and non-producible bitumen does convert to 

potentially producible light oil as the kerogen matures. It is critical to differentiate bitumen from 

light oil as part of this petrophysical evaluation. Quanti.Elan model was used to compute the 

lithology, porosity and water saturation. According to Schlumberger, the developer of this type of 

analysis: “The ELANPlus analysis is a statistical method designed for quantitative formation 

Vitrinite 

trace 

Solid 

Bitumen 
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evaluation of open-hole logs. The evaluation is done by solving simultaneous equations described 

by one or more interpretation models. Log measurements, or tools, and response parameters are 

used together in response equations to compute volumetric results for formation components 

(minerals and fluids)”. 

To carry out a detailed clay typing and convert weight fractions into volume fractions, dry 

weight elements measured by LithoScanner were used as inputs in the ELAN model to compute 

the lithology. The following elements were used in the model – Calcium, Iron, Aluminum, 

Magnesium, Silicon, Sulfur and Potassium. Kerogen volume computed in the TOC computation 

step is taken as a direct linear input into the ELAN Model. Parameters used in the ELAN model 

are shown in Figure 4.18. 

 

Figure 4.18: Input parameters for ELAN model. 

 

 The model results include a calculation of the volumes and weight fractions of the minerals: 

illite, kaolinite, chlorite, quartz, calcite, dolomite, pyrite, and kerogen. The dominant mineral in 

Shilaif is calcite. The results of ELAN model were compared with the results of XRD mineral 

weight fractions for validation purposes. Overall, ELAN mineral weight fractions show good 

match to the XRD measured fractions (Figure 4.20). 

Other than minerals weight fractions, porosity was also computed through the ELAN 

model using density, neutron and NMR logs. The response of kerogen on density and neutron logs 

is accounted for when computing porosity since the kerogen volume was already considered during 

minerals weight fractions calculation. This computed porosity is the total porosity.  
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Beside total porosity determination, NMR T2 log responses were used to understand the 

pore size distribution in the rock and determine zones with higher flow potential. In order to split 

NMR T2 distribution, appropriate cutoffs were applied to get porosity bins. Porosity in larger T2 

bins could represent either very large pore sizes or low viscosity fluid undergoing bulk relaxation. 

Porosity in smaller T2 bins could represent very small pores or very high viscosity bituminous 

fluid. Applied cutoffs are illustrated in Figure 4.19 below. 

 

Figure 4.19: Cutoffs applied for T2 distribution binning. 

The results for porosity binning are shown in Figure 4.19. The palette for the bins are 

prepared such that the blue colors represent either very viscous fluids, clay bound water or very 

small pores and the warmer colors (green, yellow, orange) represent either bigger pores or lighter 

fluids. In Shilaif the kerogen rich sections seem to be dominated by blue colors while kerogen lean 

zones are dominated by lighter colors. Low T2 in kerogen rich zones could be due to both – small 

size organic matter hosted porosity and/or bituminous fluids. Both of these reasons can inhibit 

liquid flow. Hence, a cutoff can be applied on the T2 distribution to compute effective porosity. 

Rylander et al. (2013), Kausik et al. (2014, 2015) have used core T1-T2 NMR measurements on 

as-received and re-saturated samples to identify cutoffs on the NMR T2 distribution to separate 

the free and bound (bitumen and clay bound water) fluids present in pore volume (Figure 4.21). 
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Figure 4.20: Summary of ELAN model results compared to XRD-measured fractions. 

While Rylander et al. (2013) provided a cutoff range of 3.5 to 5.5 ms to separate the bound 

from the free fluids, they also use a 10 ms cutoff to classify producible oil in OM pores. Kausik et 
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al. (2014) provide a cutoff of 1.5 ms to separate the bound fluids and classify pore hydrocarbon 

between 1 to 10 ms as hosted within organic matter porosity while pore fluids with a relaxation 

greater than 10 ms were classified as hosted within the inorganic matrix. In this study, a 3 ms 

cutoff has been used on the T2 distribution to discriminate bound hydrocarbons (viscous or 

bituminous) from low viscosity fluids. 

 

Figure 4.21: T1-T2 maps of crude oil and do-decane re-saturated Eagle Ford shale samples 

(Rylander et al. (2013) and Kausik et al. (2014). 

 

The total porosity computed in Shilaif covers the entire area in the NMR T2 distribution 

curve while the effective porosity is computed by applying a 3 ms cutoff on it. Typically, clay 

bound water also relaxes faster than 3 ms on the T2 distribution. Since Shilaif is very low in clay 

content, most of the difference in the total and effective porosity is due to bound or viscous 

hydrocarbons. To validate the log-calculated porosities, both total and effective porosity were 

plotted against the total and effective porosity from tight rock analysis (TRA) retort method. This 

method is a replacement for what is traditionally considered conventional analysis used to 

determine the basic rock properties (porosity, permeability, and fluid saturation). In the retort 

method, the total sample is split into two parts. The first part, the sample is crushed and sieved 

then heated to three discrete temperature points and the effluent water and/or oil is collected and 

measured volumetrically. Helium porosity is measured on the as received second part of the sample 

using standard Boyles’s law helium porosimetry. The porosity values in Figure 4.22 are obtained 
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as a sum of standard Boyle’s Law helium porosimetry and the water and oil volumes from retort. 

Since the heating part of the experiment is carried out at different temperature steps, the volumes 

of liquids (water and oil) can be split into free and bound. The differences between effective and 

total porosities is related to the water contained in any clays present. This method is explained in 

more detail in multiple publications (Handwerger et al. 2011 and Handwerger et al. 2012).  

 

Figure 4.22: Core-measured porosity values using Boyles’s law helium porosimetry. 

 Porosities obtained from log measurement (ELAN) and TRA retort method are compared 

and summarized in Figure 4.23 along with ELAN mineralogy log and NMR-computed pore size 

distribution.  
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Figure 4.23: Comparison between porosities obtained from log measurement (ELAN) and TRA 

retort method. 

4.2.2.5 Saturation 

The challenge in the determination of water saturation from unconventional source rock 

comes from the uncertainty of established procedures. Different equations and parameters have 
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been used in unconventional plays globally to get a good match to core water saturation. As has 

already been shown, the very calcareous organic mudstone of Shilaif have a unique inorganic 

mineralogy compared to all the shales that have been developed in North America to date. Hence, 

there are uncertainties on what equations and parameters might work best in estimating water 

saturation especially when using resistivity log. 

To overcome the challenges typically faced in resistivity based saturation, the current 

solution was to use a resistivity-independent water saturation methodology based on dielectric 

measurements; in particular, multi-frequency dielectric dispersion measurements from a new-

generation tool (Pirrone et al. 2011) backed by magnetic resonance fluid (MRF) characterization 

station measurements from the wireline NMR tool. These measurements are ideal for ultra -low 

permeability setting where almost no invasion has taken place since they end up measuring native 

formation saturations despite their shallow depth of investigations. 

The dielectric tool uses multi-spacing antenna arrays operating at multiple frequencies in 

the MHz to GHz range and collects a continuous measurement of formation dielectric dispersion 

at a resolution of one inch. The depth of investigation of this tool is between one to four inches. 

For a wireline logging tool in most conventional reservoirs, this measurement would be in the 

flushed zone, however these organic shales have such low permeability that there is minimal 

invasion. The resulting bulk volume water is considered to represent uninvaded formation. The 

MRF stations bring another dimension into this interpretation and an independent confirmation of 

the water saturation, albeit at station points. There are successful examples of MRF stations in the 

unconventional shale reservoirs, where special acquisition sequences are used in order to account 

for fast relaxation times in these organic mudstones. The advantage of MRF stations is that it helps 

in a visual identification and quantification of the types of fluids (Minh et al. 2003) 

Figure 4.24 shows one MRF D-T2 station plot in the Shilaif Formation. The strong oil 

signal is very apparent and for exact saturation calculations, a restricted diffusion model was used 

for both oil and water. This Figure is very similar to other MRF station examples, published in 

Minh et al. (2012) from Lower Smackover oil source carbonate rocks. 

The diffusion T2 maps indicate the hydrocarbon type is oil. The position of the DCLM line 

(diffusivity coefficient log mean) from the oil and water lines is used to compute the saturation of 

hydrocarbon and water. The plot below the 2D map in Figure 4.24 splits the T2 distribution into 
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T2 distribution of oil and T2 distribution of water. From the dielectric dispersion measurements, 

we have a direct measurement of the water volume, water saturation (when combined with a total 

porosity) and a water-phase tortuosity (MN) which is a combined effect of the Archie parameters 

m and n. 

 

Figure 4.24: MRF D-T2 station plot in the Shilaif Formation. 

 

Almarzooq et al. (2013) talked about using multi-frequency dielectric dispersion data for 

an accurate estimation of water volume and the major role of matrix permeability in this estimation. 

Besides this dielectric-based water saturation, the MN can be used as Archie parameters in a 

resistivity-based saturation calculation. While there are multiple case studies in conventional 

reservoirs, where MN from the multi-frequency dielectric tool have been validated, there has been 

very few such studies in the unconventional reservoirs due to the difficulty of measuring textural 

parameters from cores obtained in these tight rocks. Hence, it is very clear that with multiple 
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methods of water saturation calculation available, we need to compare them and see which of them 

is most accurate. Several saturation calculation methods are plotted in Figure 4.25 track 3: 

1. Water saturation from the multi-frequency dielectric tool (SW_ADT, blue curve).  

2. Water saturation from resistivity from resistivity using m=n=MN (SW MN ADT, black curve). 

A salinity of 100 ppk is used. 

3. Water saturation from MRF station points from the wireline NMR tool (SO Diffusion T2 

stations, red dots). 

TRA procedure also included saturation measurements on available samples. Samples 

were crushed, sieved, and then cooked to three different temperatures. The volume of produced 

water and/or oil is measured to estimate saturation.  

The results of TRA core saturation measurements are shown in Figure 4.26. It was noticed 

that water saturation at certain depths is measured at lower values when compared to values 

expected based on log results, it was assumed that samples lost some of pore water during handling 

process and/or unwrapping for other measurements. 

 Figure 4.25 includes a summary of water saturation measurements using all four methods 

discussed above (three log-based and one core-based). 

4.2.2.6 Permeability 

In unconventional reservoirs, the main storage for gas is the pores within kerogen. Since 

gas has very low viscosity and small molecules, it flows through the system once stimulation is 

performed (Rylander 2013). 

 On the other hand, oil molecules are much larger than gas ones and oil viscosity is also 

significantly higher which make it difficult for oil to flow especially if it was relatively heavy. 

Therefore, oil flow in tight reservoirs is enhanced to economic rates exclusively by the presence 

of either natural fractures or larger inter-particle porosity hosted within the inorganic matrix, which 

defines hybrid reservoir (Jarvie 2011).  
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Figure 4.25: Water saturation across Shilaif obtained from several logs measurements. 
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Figure 4.26: TRA core saturation measurements. 

Rylander et al. 2013 explained the possibility of using T2 logarithmic mean above 3 ms as 

a basis for a permeability calculation in organic shales. Their observations were based the 

comparison between average pore throat size from mercury injection capillary pressure 

measurement (MICP) and the logarithmic mean curve from NMR log. NMR T2 distribution were 

used to measure pore size distribution and relaxation times as late as 1000 ms can be observed. In 

kerogen rich zones, T2 logarithmic mean values is typically less than 10 ms, but can be as high as 

100 ms in the kerogen lean zones. 

For permeability calculation from NMR, the KSDR carbonate equation, which compared 

well to Klinkenberg-corrected air permeability (Simpson et al. 2015), was used: = ∗ �� ∗ � ∗   (4.5) 
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Beside computed NMR permeability, three other methods were used to measure core 

permeability: pressure decay on crushed rock samples, pulse decay on full plug samples and 

permeability from mercury injection capillary pressure (MICP) analysis.   

Results of pressure decay method are shown on Figure 4.27 where pressure decay 

permeability is plotted against gas-filled porosity which is measured simultaneously. Measured 

permeability values from this method is lower than what was expected based on NMR log 

computation. Crushed-rock petrophysical testing may not have been appropriate for some of the 

test samples. Overall however, a good correlation is observed between elevated permeability and 

porosity. A primary advantage of pressure decay is that the crushed samples are smaller than the 

spacing of fractures created during coring or plugging, thus eliminating the potential artificial 

enhancement of matrix permeability. The use of crushed samples, however, may eliminate the 

influence of relevant textural features such as anisotropy due to bedding (Handwerger et al. 2012), 

and the sensitivity to permeability is a strong function of the particle size used for the measurement. 

Tinni et al. (2012) have shown that pore throat diameter can be a function of the particle size; thus, 

the measurements on a crushed rock sample might not be representative of plug measurements. 

They also demonstrated that microcracks can exist even in the crushed samples. 

 The second core measurement method is the pulse-decay permeability measurement 

which was applied on 20 samples. Results of pulse decay method are shown on Figure 4.28 where 

pulse decay permeability is plotted against confining stress. 

Permeability from MICP analysis was calculated using the Kozeny-Carmen equation 

which relates porosity and permeability through mean pore size and geometry, tortuosity and 

matrix porosity (Cho et al. 2016): 

� = 8 ��   (4.6) 

Where, � = � −   (4.7) 
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Figure 4.27: Pressure-decay permeability test results (70 samples). 

 

 

Figure 4.28: Pulse-decay permeability test results (20 samples). 
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Figure 4.29: Summary log of all permeability measurements performed (track 8). 
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 For cementation factor, typical value of 2.2 was considered. For mean pore throat size, 

capillary pressure from MICP was plotted against pore throat radius and the mean value was 

chosen around the range where most peaks occur (Figure 4.30). Mean pore throat radius was 

chosen at around 0.01 microns. Using core and log-measured average matrix porosity of 0.065, 

MICP matrix permeability was calculated at 3.057e-5 md or 30.6 nd.  

 

Figure 4.30: Pore-size distribution from MICP results. 

 

 Comparing MICP permeability with other measurements, it was decided that matrix 

permeability will be calibrated in the range of 30 to 80 nd for simulation model inputs.  

4.2.2.7 Reservoir Quality Indices 

The reservoir quality indices were used to define high-producibility zones: 

o Oil saturation index (OSI) 

o Carbon saturation index (CSI) 

o Reservoir producibility index (RPI) 
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Jarvie (2012) introduced OSI which utilizes Rock-Eval data to identify potential producible 

oil within tight oil reservoirs. OSI is defined as the ratio between free oil content (S1 peak) and 

the total organic carbon (TOC) which includes all hydrocarbons measured with Rock-Eval: = ∗
  (4.8) 

100 mg/g is the standard cutoff used to define potential producible zones. Values lower 

than 100 mg/g are considered non-prospective due to strong sorption of oil onto kerogen-hosted 

pores. 

Kausik et al. (2015) introduced two other reservoir quality indices which are CSI and RPI. 

Their goal was to establish correlations that can utilize log data to define reservoir quality instead 

of core data since they are more representative of in situ conditions. CSI is calculated by getting 

the ratio of weight fraction of carbon in free oil to the weight fraction of carbon in all organic 

matter including liquid hydrocarbons, kerogen, and bitumen. The equation for CSI is: 

= � ��  (4.9) 

Where, 

� = (� − � ∗ ) �  (4.10) 

= ∗ −(� ∗ )+ . ∗   (4.11) 

To get higher contrast when distinguishing between zones with low and high oil content, 

Kausik et al. (2015) introduced RPI which is nothing but multiplying CSI by �  which squares 

the numerator term: = � ∗  (4.12) 

The results of reservoir quality indices are plotted in Figure 4.31 below. 

4.2.2.8 Net Pay 

For the cutoffs used for reservoir and net pay flags, the minimum oil filled porosity for 

both was decided at 2%. For net pay flag specifically, a maximum water saturation of 45% was 
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considered as well as 1.5% NMR porosity. Out of the gross 614 ft in Shilaif, 202 ft is classified as 

pay with approximately cumulative of 44,604 bbl/acre of oil. Figure 4.32 shows the reservoir 

summation results for Shilaif. The reservoir and net pay flags are displayed in Figure 4.33. 

 

Figure 4.31: Log of reservoir producebility index along Shilaif. 
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Figure 4.32: Reservoir summation results for Shilaif 

4.2.2.9 Reservoir Quality Analysis Results and Conclusions 

The analysis presented demonstrates that the Shilaif is prospective for tight carbonate oil 

development. Results and conclusions from this analysis include: 

1. Spectroscopy and NMR derived TOC computation shows the best match to core TOC.  

2. Three kerogen rich zones are observed. Most of the hydrocarbon is either associated with or 

located near these zones (potentially migrated HC from the kerogen zones). 

3. Overall the water saturation in the Shilaif is very low (high hydrocarbon saturation). 

4. There is a porous zone in the middle of the Shilaif that has relatively high water saturations 

and permeabilities. This zone could be water productive, and any completion design must 

account for this. 

6. Excellent match is observed between log (NMR-based) effective porosity and retort 

effective porosity  

7. NMR T2 distribution identifies several high mobility zones (arrivals > 10 ms) – typically in 

kerogen lean sections. These should be the most prospective zones. 

8. Excellent match is observed between NMR-derived and core measured pulse decay 

permeability. 

9. High Reservoir Producibility Index (RPI) is computed in several sections in the well(s). 

These sections are primarily kerogen lean but are located (vertically) very close to the kerogen 

deposits.  
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In summary, the best reservoir targets in the Shilaif Formation are intervals above and 

below the kerogen rich zones where the lighter oil from the source kerogen has migrated. 

 

Figure 4.33: Reservoir and net pay flags along Shilaif. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

ANALYSIS OF PILOT WELL IN SHILAIF SHALE 

 

Two explorations wells were drilled through Shilaif formation in Ghurab field which is 

located in the south western area of Abu Dhabi (Figure 5.1). The first well (X-01) was a vertical 

well with the objective of obtaining as much. The second well (X-02) was drilled 80 meters away 

from the first one to be used as a production appraisal well. A vertical section (X-02V) was firstly 

drilled through Shilaif for extra logging and microseismic data to be used for the design of the 

lateral production section. A 3000 ft horizontal section (X-02H) was then drilled by sidetracking 

the original vertical hole and was completed, stimulated by multistage hydraulic fracturing, and 

tested to determine the potential productivity of the Shilaif formation in Ghurab basin. Using the 

equations of pressure and rate transient analysis in unconventional reservoirs discussed in chapter 

three, a comprehensive analysis on available data was conducted to estimate total effective 

permeability of the formation. The data used in this chapter is from the results of the flowback test 

which lasted for about 60 days and was followed by a shut in period where buildup test took place 

for about another 60 days. A summary of fluids production rates and pressure profiles throughout 

flowback and shut in periods is shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.  

 

Figure 5.1:  X-01 and X-02 exploration wells locations.
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Figure 5.2: X-02 flowback rates plot. 
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Figure 5.3: X-02 Bottom hole pressure plot for flowback and build up periods.

GU-02 H BHFP T EST  LOWER GAUGE
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Date/Time
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5.1 Pressure Transient Analysis 

Using build up test data, pressure transient analysis (PTA) was performed using two 

analytical approaches: simple analysis using Excel and model matching using well test analysis 

software “Saphir” from Kappa. 

The first approach depends on creating a diagnostic plot for build up pressure data by 

plotting pressure drop during shut in versus time in order to identify flow regimes. Linear flow 

regime can be identified by fitting unit slope lines on both log-log and semi-log pressure derivative 

plots. Radial flow signature on the other hand is a horizontal line (zero slope). 

For X-02 analysis diagnostic plot (Figure 5.4), we could identify linear flow but an 

indication of radial flow was not clear which suggests that the test period was not enough to reach 

radial flow regime. 

 

Figure 5.4: X-02 pressure build up diagnostic plot. 
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Once linear flow is identified on the diagnostic plot, the analysis plot can then be created 

by plotting pressure drop during shut in versus Horner time (Figure 5.5). 

 

Figure 5.5: X-02 pressure transient linear flow analysis plot. 

 

 Using the slope of the linear flow analysis plot with the equations of pressure transient 

analysis discussed in Chapter 2, formation effective permeability was calculated at 0.00044 md. 

 The second approach on analyzing pressure buildup is using a well testing analysis 

software “Saphir” to fit a matching model on pressure semi-log and log-log derivatives. Definite 

input parameters or those with high certainty such as well length, number of fracturing stages, and 

reservoir pressure were fixed for the matching process. Other uncertain parameters such as actual 

fracture half-length and height, storativity ratio, inter-porosity flow coefficient, and kz/kr ratio were 

subjective to changes within a predefined reasonable range of values. The results of matching are 
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shown in Figure 5.6 below. Formation effective permeability was calculated by Saphir at 0.00045 

md. 

 

Figure 5.6: Model matching results for X-02 buildup data using Saphir software. 

5.2 Rate transient analysis  

Using rate transient analysis (RTA) equations discussed in chapter three, flowback data of 

X-02H were analyzed in order to estimate formation effective permeability. Firstly, rate-

normalized pressure drop at well sandface was plotted against square root of time on a log-log 

scale to construct the diagnostic plot (Figure 5.7). 
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Figure 5.7: X-02 rate transient analysis diagnostic plot. 

 From the diagnostic plot we could identify linear flow regime using half-slope line. Then, 

linear flow period was analyzed separately on s rate-normalized versus square root of time plot 

(Figure 5.8). Since original flowback data have significant noise, two smoothing techniques 

namely:  that utilize moving average concept were implied to eliminate noise and get better 

estimation of trend’s actual slope (Figures 5.9 and 5.10). The slope of linear flow period was 

obtained from the analysis plot in order to substitute it in Equation 3.39. Permeability from linear 

flow analysis was calculated at 0.00045 md, which is almost identical to the result of both buildup 
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linear flow analysis and software model a. Thus, a value of 0.0004 md for formation effective 

permeability was used to calibrate fracture permeability value in the simulation model. 

 

Figure 5.8: X-02 rate transient linear flow analysis plot. 
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Figure 5.9: Smoothed linear flow period data using Savitzky-Golay moving average method. 

 

Figure 5.10: Smoothed linear flow period data using 15% moving average. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION MODEL 

 

After analyzing flowback and shut in data using RTA and PTA methods, calculated 

effective formation permeability was used along provided data to create a synthetic single well 

using CMG reservoir simulation software. The model objective is to simulate production from X-

02H well and to validate the previously determined effective formation permeability by back-

calculating it through RTA method using model results. Static model was first created using 

“Builder” which is the data input tool for CMG simulators. Later on, CMG’s black oil simulator 

“IMEX” was used to forecast well production over one year.  

6.1 Well schematic  

As mentioned earlier, X-02H is a lateral branch that was sidetracked from the original 

vertical well X-02V. The 3000 ft lateral section was drilled in a straight path and completed by a 

4.5” liner at a TD of about 9500 ft (~13,800 ft MD) through the second member of Shilaif (S2). 

Hydraulic fracturing operation was then performed to create 20 hydraulic fracturing stages with 

about 150 ft spacing between stages. The S2 member is about 300 ft thick with very slight dip of 

only 1o. Table 6.1 shows a summary of X-02H well information. A schematic of the production 

string is shown in Figure 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Summary of X-02H well information  

Well Name X-02H 

Completion date August 16th, 2016 

Production test start date December 14th, 2016 

Production test end date February 4th, 2017 

Well type Horizontal 

True vertical depth (Total measured depth) 9560 ft (13,800 ft) 

Lateral length 3000 ft 

Number of stages (Fracture spacing) 20 (150 ft) 
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Figure 6.1: X-02H production string schematic. 

Top depth (ft) Length, ft OD (in.) ID (in.)

25.37 -1.42

23.95 9.35 3.406 2.323

33.30 41.47 3.406 2.323

74.77 33.08 3.406 2.323

6982.05 5.66 3.406 2.323

6987.71 4.01 3.920 2.313

6991.72 1.30 3.406 2.323

6993.02 5.98 3.406 2.323

6999.00 81.01 3.406 2.323

7080.01 5.98 3.406 2.323

7085.99 1.89 3.406 2.323

7087.88 1.95 4.390 3.140

7089.83 -1.00

7088.83 0.75 3.630 2.313

7089.58 0.98 3.630 2.313

7090.56 6.46 4.500 2.360

7097.02 1.86 2.875 2.323

5 1/2'' X 4 1/2''X/O @ 7159 ft 29° 7098.88 14.80 3.406 2.323

7113.68 5.98 3.406 2.323

7119.66

4 1/2'' 17lb/ft P-110 VA superior tubing

 8 1/2'' Open Hole TD @ 13861 ft

9 5/8'' 53.5ppf L-80 shoe @ 9723 ft @ 52° 4.5" PBTD (float collar) @ 13,677 ft

TD @ 10,087 ft

Installation Description

24.18 Tubing Hanger, 2 7/8'' VA superior  Box 1.19 7.000 2.251

2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior x Vam Top P/Joint

2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior T-95 Tubing  Joint 

X/O  P/JT 2 7/8'' VA superior (B) x 2 7/8'' TSH Blue(P)

 2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior T-95 Pup Joint 

Halliburton 5 1/2'' Versa set packer (Mid Pkr-7093ft)

X/O 2 7/8'' EUE (B) x 2 7/8'' VAS (P)

Halliburton On/Tool-(Gudgeon)-Top Pkr-Lugs

Bottom of mule shoe

2 7/8'' 7.8lb/ft VA superior mule shoe

2.323

2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior T-95 Pup Joint's x 4ea

Halliburton On/Tool-Btm to No Go

Halliburton On/Tool-(Gudgeon)-Lugs to Top of Gudgeon

X/O 2 7/8'' TSH Blue (B) x 2 7/8'' VA superior (P)

Halliburton 2.313''  XD SSD with 2.313'' X Profile

 2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior T-95 Pup Joint 

2 jt. 2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior T-95 tubing 

 2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior T-95 Pup Joint 

X/O 2 7/8'' VA superior (B) x 2 7/8'' EUE(P)

Halliburton On/Tool-Over shot

Compression  x 13K

107.85 2 7/8" 7.8lb-ft VA superior T-95 Tubing  Joint 6874.20 3.406
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6.2 Model construction 

The dual-porosity static model was built based on petrophysical data of Shilaif formation 

in Ghurab field. Most of the data were obtained from logging and coring programs performed on 

X-01 exploration well as discussed in chapter 4. Some other inputs The model was made in a 

simple rectangular shape that represents the slab of the reservoir that well X-02H was drilled and 

completed in (Figure 6.2).  

 

Figure 6.2: 3-D map of CMG static model block. 

The model has 3200 ft in length, 2000 ft in width and 300 ft of thickness. Length and width 

were decided to account for lateral length and sensitivity of fracture half length, respectively. Grid 

size was unified for the whole model at 50 x 50 x 25 ft, except for the grids where hydraulic 

fractures are placed which were refined automatically by CMG for accuracy of flow calculation 

around hydraulic fractures. This grid size results in a total number of 64, 40, and 12 grids in the i, 

j, and k directions, respectively. A horizontal well was placed in the seventh plane of total 12 
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planes to account for actual well depth, with 20 hydraulic fractures spaced by 150 ft (Figures 6.3 

and 6.4). 

 

Figure 6.3: I-J 2-D Areal map of the seventh layer. 

 

 

Figure 6.4: 3-D map of the 20-stage hydraulic fracturing. 

6.2.1 Petrophysical properties inputs 

The petrophysical properties used as inputs for the dual porosity static model are illustrated 

in Table 6.2: 
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Table 6.2: Static model petrophysical inputs 

Property Model Value �  ×  md �� 4 md �  0.065 �� 0.0001 

�,  �  �,� × −  psi -1 �� 12 ft -2 

 

 Matrix permeability (�  was calculated from the results of MICP as discussed in chapter 

4. Fracture permeability (�  was back-calculated using Equation 3.24. 

Since fracture porosity value could not be obtained from available data, it was assumed at 0.0001 

and the assumption was verified through dynamic model results. Fracture spacing was assumed at 

1 ft in all directions which results in a shape factor of 12 ft -2 (Kazemi et al. 1976). 

6.2.2 Relative permeability 

No data were provided for relative permeability of Shilaif formation, therefore data of 

Bakken shale oil formation from the work of Eker et al. (2017) was used as alternative. The water-

oil and gas-liquid relative permeability curves for both matrix and fracture are shown in Figures 

6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. 

6.2.3 Fluid properties inputs 

Due to lack of any bottom hole fluid samples from Shilaif shale at Ghurab field, and hence 

the lack of any conventional fluid analysis experimental data such as constant composition 

expansion or differential liberation, an attempt was made to create P-T envelope to estimate bubble 

point pressure at reservoir conditions using recombined separator fluid composition and properties 

(Tables 6.9 and 6.10). WinProp, the fluid characterization module of CMG software package, was 

used to construct the P-T envelope. The attempt was not successful and the constructed envelope 

(Figure 6.9) was not representative nor reliable which might indicate poor recombination process. 
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Figure 6.5: Matrix water-oil relative permeability curves. 

 

 

Figure 6.6: Matrix gas-liquid relative permeability curves. 
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Figure 6.7: Fracture water-oil relative permeability curves. 

 

Figure 6.8: Fracture gas-liquid relative permeability curves. 
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Table 6.9: Recombined separator fluid composition  

  Component Recombined Fluid 

    Mole % Weight % 

H2 Hydrogen 0.0000 0.0000 

H2S Hydrogen Sulphide 0.0199 0.0035 

CO2 Carbon Dioxide 0.4789 0.1096 

N2 Nitrogen 0.0000 0.0000 

C1 Methane 1.9259 0.1607 

C2 Ethane 2.0421 0.3195 

C3 Propane 2.8668 0.6577 

iC4 i-Butane 0.6583 0.1991 

nC4 n-Butane 2.9478 0.8914 

C5 Neo-Pentane 0.0013 0.0005 

iC5 i-Pentane 1.6334 0.6131 

nC5 n-Pentane 2.8827 1.0821 

C6 Hexanes 4.6980 2.1064 

C7 Heptanes 4.7964 2.5003 

C8 Octanes 5.5119 3.2756 

C9 Nonanes  5.0679 3.3817 

C10 Decanes  5.7680 4.2696 

C11 Undecanes  5.4760 4.1879 

C12 Dodecanes  4.6947 3.9323 

C13 Tridecanes  4.2842 3.9006 

C14 Tetradecanes  3.4761 3.4361 

C15 Pentadecanes  3.3649 

C16 Hexadecanes  2.7676 

C17 Heptadecanes  2.3760 

C18 Octadecanes  2.2345 

C19 Nonadecanes  2.1854 

C20+ Eicosanes  18.5005 
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Table 6.10: Recombined separator fluid properties 

  Calculated Properties   Flashed 

Liquid   

Flashed 

Gas 

  Recombined 

Fluid  
 

C7+ 
     

 
Mole% 

 
87.888 3.9667 

 
79.8449 

 
Molecular Weight (g mol-1) 

 
226.5 100.8 

 
225.9 

 
Density at 60°F (g/cm3) 

 
0.8545 0.7334 

 
0.8542 

 
C11+ 

     

 
Mole% 

 
56.6676 0.0436 

 
51.2408 

 
Molecular Weight (g mol-1) 

 
287.6 148.8 

 
287.5 

 Density at 60°F (g/cm3)  0.8856 0.7905  0.8856 

 C20+      

 Mole%  22.5418   20.3814 

 Molecular Weight (g mol-1)  429.6   429.6 

 Density at 60°F (g/cm3)  0.9331   0.9331 

 

 

Figure 6.9: P-T envelope constructed from recombined separator fluid composition. 
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 Since provided fluid data are limited, standard CMG embedded correlations were used to 

create black oil model using all available data. Some fluid properties were then adjusted while 

trying to match early flowback data. Other fluid properties were also calculated using several black 

oil correlations (Fekete 2012). Table 6.11 shows fluid and reservoir data that were used for PVT 

table creation through CMG. 

 

Table 6.11: Fluid properties inputs in CMG model 

Property Value Source 

Reservoir temperature 270 oF Provided 

Bubble point pressure 3200 psi Assumed 

Oil gravity 34 API Provided 

Gas gravity 0.7 Assumed 

Oil formation volume factor (Bo) 1.9 Calculated 

Gas formation volume factor (Bg) 0.00036 Calculated 

Oil viscosity 0.28 cp Provided 

Oil compressibility 1e-5 1/psi Assumed 

Solution gas oil ratio (Rs) 1200 scf/bbl Assumed 

 

 Figures 6.10 and 6.11 shows the curves of Rs, Bo and viscosities curves generated by CMG 

and used for the model. For the initialization settings of the model, reference pressure was set at 

6200 psi value which was provided by ADNOC, at a reference depth of 9580 ft. Since the 

formation is in an oil zone with no water oil contact (WOC) within it, WOC was set at 10,000 ft, 

300 ft away from the bottom of the reservoir. 
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Figure 6.10: CMG Rs and Bo vs. pressure curves used in the model. 

 

 

Figure 6.11: CMG viscosity curves used in the model. 
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6.3 Hydraulic fractures properties 

For hydraulic fractures properties, results from Halliburton simulation for fractures design 

were combined with actual fracturing operations reports to estimate fracture dimensions. Figure 

6.12 shows the results of fracture width and proppant concentration for the most likely case. 

 

Figure 6.12: Results of Halliburton simulation for fractures design. 
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 From the simulation results, fracture width was set at 0.3 inches or 0.025 ft. Proppant 

concentration simulation was used to determine inputs for fracture half-length and fracture height 

which were set at 190 ft and 60 ft, respectively. Model inputs for hydraulic fracture properties are 

summarized in Table 6.12. 

Table 6.12: Model inputs for hydraulic fracture properties 

Property Value 

Fracture width 0.025 ft 

Intrinsic permeability  10000 md 

Effective permeability 150 md 

Fracture half-length 190 ft 

Fracture height 60 ft 

 

Effective fracture permeability is calculated in CMG using the following equation: 

, = � � � ∗ �  � ℎ    (6.1) 

Grid width has a 2 ft default value in CMG and it refers to the width of the inner-most 

planes of blocks referred to as the fracture zone. 

Besides physical properties, initial water saturation of the “frac” zone was set at 100% to 

mimic the conditions post to fracturing job where the fracture is filled with water. Frac zone is the 

terminology used in CMG for the hydraulic fracture itself, while “Non frac” is used for the refined 

gridding around frac which represents stimulated reservoir volume. The porosity of the frac zone 

was also adjusted to almost 100% to mimic real fracture conditions. Fracture relative permeability 

was also specified for frac zone and for the fractures in non frac zone. 

 Table 6.13 summarizes special properties assigned for frac and non frac zones.  Figure 

6.13 illustrates the terminology used in CMG for hydraulic fracturing template. 
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Table 6.13: Hydraulic fractures (Frac) and SRV (Non-Frac) properties in CMG 

Property Non-Frac Zone Frac Zone 

Initial water saturation  0.2 1 

Porosity - matrix 0.065 0.50 

Porosity - fracure 0.0001 0.50 

 

 

Figure 6.13: Illustration of CMG terminology for hydraulic fractures and SRV grids. 
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6.4 Model results 

After setting up static model inputs, a dynamic simulation was performed over a one-year 

time to simulate the two-month actual flowback period and forecast extra eight months of 

production. For flowback period, production was controlled by rate and bottom hole pressure 

measurements obtained from actual flowback data. For forecast period, bottom hole pressure 

control was applied at a constant value around 2550 psi. Figure 6.14 shows the model results for 

oil production rate. Flowback oil production was successfully matched and the forecast period then 

followed a typical expected decline rate.  

 

Figure 6.14: Actual flowback and model results for oil production rate. 
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For water production (Figure 6.15), matching of flowback period was more difficult due to 

the fact that a lot of water still exists in hydraulic fracture from treatment phase. As mentioned 

earlier, water saturation was set at 100% in hydraulic fractures to match water production from 

flowback. As a result of that, a good match was achieved for about 25 days and then model results 

follows almost the same flowback data trend with slightly lower production rates. 

 

Figure 6.15: Actual flowback and model results for water production rate. 

 

 For gas production (Figure 6.16), early actual flowback measurements were matched 

successfully, however, the model was not able to capture very high gas production rate starting the 

second half of flowback. Flowback tests are done under different conditions than normal 
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production especially for choke size setup. Frequent variation of choke size might have caused 

sudden fluctuations in well pressure which might cause the fluctuating trend in flowback gas 

production. 

 

Figure 6.16: Actual flowback and model results for gas production rate. 

 

6.5 Verification of model results using RTA  

To verify model results and ensure that it represents actual reservoir conditions, effective 

formation permeability was back calculated using rate transient analysis (RTA) method.  

Similar to the workflow performed previously for flowback data analysis, rate-normalized 

pressure was first plotted against actual time to construct the diagnostic plot in order to detect 
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linear flow regime period (Figure 6.17). From the diagnostic plot, linear flow characterized by 

half-slope line was detected between 10 and 50 days. 

 

Figure 6.17: Simulation results production diagnostic plot for rate transient analysis. 

 

Figure 6.18: Rate transient linear flow analysis of simulation results. 
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After defining linear flow period, rate-normalized pressure is replotted against square root 

of time (Figure 6.18). The slope of the resulting trend is calculated and substituted in Equation 

3.29 to calculate formation effective permeability. Back calculation resulted in permeability value 

of 0.000402 md which is identical to the calculated value from RTA and compatible with model 

inputs for matrix permeability, fracture permeability and fracture porosity. 

6.6 Extended-well case study for field development plans 

After verifying model inputs validity, a simple case study was performed to evaluate 

potential production from a 10,000 ft horizontal well over one-year period. Two different cases 

were applied with different stage spacing. The first case had 70 hydraulic fractures with 150 ft 

spacing while the second case uses only 42 hydraulic fracture by increasing stage spacing to 250 

ft. 

Results of cumulative oil production from each case is shown in Figures 6.19. The 150 ft 

spacing case produced a total of 93,110 bbl of oil while the 250 ft spacing case produced 85,540 

bbl. Thus, it was concluded that production gain from 70 stages compared to 42 stages was about 

7,500 bbl over one year of production. 

Results of cumulative oil production for each case were used in a simple economic analysis 

based on a study made by Hafley et al. (2011) which included detailed analysis the cost of 

Marcellus shale well. By applying numbers of total well cost including drilling, completing and 

fracturing, a total cost for each case was calculated. The 150 ft spacing case well would cost around 

USD 18 million while the 250 spacing well would cost around USD 13.75 million. Considering 

current average oil prices around 60$/bbl, the cost of adding almost 30 extra stages by decreasing 

spacing is not economically justifiable since production gain can barely cover 10% of the extra 

cost. 
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Figure 6.19: Cumulative oil production for two study cases with different fracture spacing. 

 

  

150-ft spacing 
250-ft spacing 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

7.1 Conclusions  

In this study, available data from one exploration well in the Shilaif shale have been 

analyzed by analytical and numerical approaches. The following results have been warranted from 

the analysis of the available information: 

1-  Shilaif shale in Ghurab field demonstrate favorable characteristics to be considered as a 

potential candidate for further studies to decide development feasibility.  

2- The second member of Shilaif formation in Ghurab field, between 9400 ft and 9700 of true 

depth, was found to have the best reservoir quality. 

3-  Flowback and build up data analysis from X-02H has shown an improvement in effective 

formation permeability of almost two order of magnitude as a result of stimulation by hydraulic 

fracturing. 

4- A synthetic numerical simulation model was generated for well X-02H using CMG software 

to match early flowback data and forecast production over a one-year period. The following 

conclusions were made from model results: 

a. Oil and water production rates from flowback were matched with zero or very low error 

b. Gas production rates from flowback were not successfully matched for late flowback 

time 

c. By applying RTA method to back calculate formation effective permeability, a value 

almost identical to production analysis results was obtained which verified the validity 

of the model 

d. For future field development plans, it was found that production gain from a 150-ft 

spacing 70-stage 10,000 ft horizontal well compared to a 250-ft spacing 42-stage one 

is not economically viable. 250 ft spacing is suggested as an economic option.   
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7.2 Recommendations 

The conclusions provided above indicate that Shilaif shale has favorable characteristics to 

be a considered as a potential target for shale oil production. However, it must be emphasized that 

the assessment performed in this thesis used only limited amount of information from one well, 

suffered data quality problems, and potentially influenced by bias in selecting samples, interpreting 

measurements, and analyzing results. Therefore, the conclusions of this study should be taken as 

a preliminary assessment and must be verified with further data and analysis. For the improvement 

of the confidence, reliable production and flowback data are essential. More core sampling and 

log-core correlations would also helpful. 

The following recommendations were made based on the results and conclusions of this thesis: 

 Produce X-02H for at least six months to one year in order to obtain more accurate reservoir 

characteristics from rate transient.  

 Shut in for pressure buildup test for about four months because the two-months period 

analyzed in this research was not enough. 

 Drill additional wildcat wells to obtain more production and water flowback to confirm the 

findings of this research. 

 Collect and analyze bottom hole reservoir fluid samples to construct a representative fluid 

model of the reservoir for more realistic modeling results. 

 Construct reliable relative permeability curves that are representative of Shilaif reservoir 

to improve reservoir modeling outcomes.  

 Start a comprehensive field development plan considering extended horizontal drilling 

(10,000 to 15,000 ft) with moderately higher spacing than the one used for exploration. 
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